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^Howard's Tigers Clash With State Wolfpack Saturday
Statue Of Thomas G. Clemson
About Ready For Erection Here
Abie Davidson
Is Sculptor

•

To Be Erected
With Donations
From Students
Blue Key President Edgar Ross
and Clemson Business Manager J.
C. Littlejohn, after conferring with
Sculptor Abie Davison this week,
announced that the statue of
Thomas G. Clemson which is' to
be presented to the school by the
student body will be ready for erection and dedication around the mid\:dle of November.
^*fhis monument to Clemson's
founder is being purchased with
funds contributed by the student
body through the various campus
organizations.
The statue, a seated figure, is
made of white cast stone and will
be mounted on a cast stone base.
Responsibility for collecting the
donations and negotiating with the
sculptor was assumed by Blue Key,
honor service fraternity, and be•gun near the close of school last
year. George M. McCillan was president of Blue Key at that time.
President Ross stated today that
student leaders and college officials
are jointly planning appropriate
dedication cermonies.
In a later issue the Tiger will
print a list of all individuals and
organizations contributing and the
amount.

Honor System Be
Discussed At
Meeting Monday
.J

Jimmie Lever, of The Tiger, today invited all students
interested in discussing the
adoption of an honor system
at Clemson to meet in the
eollege auditorium Monday
evening immediately after
eupper for a seminar.
Several different groups and individuals are investigating the
possibilities of inaugurating an
honor system of some kind, Lever
said, and this meeting Monday will
be an attempt to co-ordinate the
efforts of the different elements.
"No faculty men will be called
in for this meeting," he stated; "it
is our desire to ascertain the consensus of student opinion, entirely
uncramped and unhampered by
the embarrassing presence of outsiders.

Awtrey, Lever,
Rogers Named
By Blue Key
President Edgar Ross of Blue
Key today announced that the
following additional officers were
elected at the meeting Tuesday
night: Bill Awtrey, West Columbia, vice-president, Jimmie Lever,
West Columbia, corresponding secretary, and Prank Rogers, Darlington, alumni secretary.
J. S. Mace, of Charleston, secretary, is the other officer of the
fraternity.

Taps Photos Be
Made In Chapel
Uniform Listed
Pictures of upperclassmen
for the 1941 Taps, Clemson
yearbook, will be made in the
college chapel the weeks of
October 2 and 9, as announced
by Ed Hallman, editor of the
publication.
Hallman urges the men to
sign the roster for appointments to make the pictures as
soon as possible, in order to
facilitate the work of the staff.
Freshmen who have not had
pictures made will be allowed
to sign the roster after all upperclassmen have been signed
up.
The following clothing will
be necessary when the pictures
are being taken:
1. Uniform blouse and cits
coat.
2. First lieutenants and above,
first sergeants and above, the
uniform cap.
3. Senior Taps staff and C.
D. A. members. Tails.
4. Block C and Minor C men,
ib» club sweater.

ROSTER:—Shown examining the roster of beautiful women available for Clemson men attending
the Esquire Club dance in Charlotte Saturday
night after the game are the officers of the

Charlotte-Clemson Club, Jimmie Fankto, vicepresident, Ken Lytton (seated), president, J. E.
Bolt, secretary, and George Coble, treasurer, from
left to right.

Tiger Goes On Air Eciday
Chuhars ki, Klinck, Early
Flying Cadets
Tap New Pilots
For Membership
The Flying Cadets' Club this
week tapped twenty-two flying
students who completed the Civilians Pilot
Training
course at
Clemson this summer.
All the men who were taken in
the club bold private pilot's licenses. The total membership of
the Flying Cadet's Club is now almost 50. Twenty-four men who
took the flying course last year
returned to school this year, and
all are members of the club.
Officers of the club this year are
Claude Pool, flight commander;
Dick Wily, executive lieutenant;
Goody Thomas, first lieutenant;
and Charles A. Turner, second
lieutenant.
The new men who Were taken
into the club this year are: S. M.
Bush, C. E. Epting, J. D. Glenn,
W. H. Graham, P. A. Gregory, J.
C. Griffin, J. H. Harley, L. M.
Hazel, F. E. Huggins, Bill Hunter,
J. V. Lane, A. L. Myers, S. S.
Rogers, G. A. Scott, O. Starms, D.
H. Tate, J. E. Thackston, G. E.
Thompson, A. E. Wenige, M. H.
Watkins, J. B. Watson and Bo
Watson.

YMCA Handbooks
Still Available
Mr. J. Roy Cooper,
associate
YMCA secretary, announced this
week that the supply of 'Y' Handbooks is almost exhausted, but a
limited number are available for
those who have not yet received
one.
This year's Handbook has a different cover design and is larger
and more complete than former issues.

Charlotte Alumni
Have Info Bopth
For Grads, Studes

News, Sports, Other
Features Be Given
The Tiger will go on the air Friday at 12:30 when news, editorial
commentary, and sports, taken
from the weekly Tiger issue will be
presented over WAIM, Co-Editor
Mitchell Simmons, manager of the
broadcast, said today.
The program Friday will be the
first in a series to be presented
every Friday by Bill Early, John
Klinck, and Joe Chuharski, under
the supervision of The Tiger, editorial staff. In addition to editorials, news and sports from the
Tiger, the program will include
special musical numbers by Clemson students, and the Jungaleers,
local dance orchestra.
The program this year will mark
The Tiger's third consecutive year
on the air. The first programs
were presented by Tiny Grayson,
pint-sized Tiger radio editor, Who
is now signed to play in a Broadway theatrical production.
Time for the program is being
given by Station WAIM and the
Anderson Daily Mail and Independent. Mr. Paul Brown, manager of
WAIM, will' come to Clemson tonight to work out details of the
program with Klinck, Chuharski,
and Early.
Members of the Tiger editorial
staff who will take part on the
program are Jimmie Lever, editor,
Neil Elphick, managing editor, J.
S. Mace, sports editor, and Simmons. Other students who are trying for places on the broadcast
include Stiles Stribling, D. B.
Campbell, J. J. Casserly, W. E.
McDonald, Jimmie Nesbitt, L. W.
Coker, Henry Simons, and' R. L.
Breeland.

Communion Sunday
All Clemson churches will observe communion Sunday in
connection with a^. Wild-wide
appeal for peace^TOr. Sidney
Crouch, pastor o* the Clemson
Presbyterian chur'h announced
today.

Civil Engineers
Joining A. $; C. E.
The American Society of Civil
Engineers has extended membership to all civil engineering sophomores and juniors, !jjf was announced
this
week by Edward
Lesesne, president of the A. S. C
E.
A committee has been appointed, the duties of which will be to
have the students present papers
for discussion on engineering problems at each meeting. Iniation of
new members will start soon.
A. S. C. E. has been notified of
a national society meeting in Cincinnati, Ohio, October 16-18. If
possible, three or four members
of the society will attend.
New members are: Goodman, J.
L., Ellis, R. H., Terry, J. R., Clawson, C. H., White, W. C, Rabb, J.
M., Hoohs, A. V., Byrd, W. C,
Richards, L., Wallace, J. R, Caddelle, C. E., McLure, J. W., Luke,
C. W. W., Robins, J. E., Goodman,
J. R„ Sistare, F. W., James, B. M.,
Salter, J. R., Hurst, George, Mayne,
W. W., McDowell, N. O., Waldman, B. W., Glenn, S. R., Holman,
J. A., Yoder, C. E., Hester, T. D.,
Watson, R. S., Pyles, L., Tallevast,
C. J., Doar, J. P., McLeod, G. K.,
Beeson, M. G., Jenkins, C. D,
Minnis, H. D., Barton, J. S., Umphlett, C. W., Hobson, F. C, Pettet, A. E., Hoppes, B. W., Bristol,
B. G., Bracy. J. V.
BOWEN GETS DEGREE
Professor W. C. Bowen, assistant professor of agricultural education, received his Master of
Science Degree from the Colorado
State College this past summer.
Mrs. Bowen and their two sons
went with him and after the close
of school they went on a trip
through the Rocky Mountains.

Many Students
Go To Charlotte
For Festivities
Parade, Dance
Also In Store
More than a thousand Clemson
students are expected to be in
I Charlotte to witness the seventeenth renewal of the Tiger-North
Carolina gridiron classic, the largest Charlotte football parade of
the season, and dance to the music
of Gib Todd and his orchestra at
the Charlotte
armory Saturday
night.
The game will be the second of
the
Clemson-State
five-game
Charlotte series,
and
Clemson
alumni officials say that the festivities will greatly outclass those
connected with the State game
last year, or the VMI game of the
year before.
Beginning with a mammoth parade at 12:30, Charlotte will become a Clemson-State town. The
parade, to begin at South College
and Vance Streets, will be lead by
the crack senior platoon. Other
Clemson features Will include the
band and officers of the ClemsonNorth Carolina club and their
sponsors. Plans have already been
completed for both the band and
the platoon to go to Charlotte
early Saturday morning.
The dance, given in honor of the
Clemson-State teams and students
by the Esquire club, will begin in
the Charlotte armory at 8 o'clock.
It will end at 12. Tickets for
State-Clemson students
are
85
cents, others $1.25. The Clemson
uniform will identify Clemson men.
Dates for the dance are being
arranged bv the North CarolinaClemson- club. A roster was posted
by the guard room early' this week
and Ken Lytton, president, said
Continued on page three

Clemson Preps
For Returning
Alumni, Friends
Clemson is making ready to
welcome hundreds of old grads
back to the campus October 12
when Clemson meets the Demon Deacons of Wake Forest
here in a mid-season football
classic.
That same week-end will find
Dean Hudson and his Florida
Clubmen in the fieldhouse for
the Autumn Ball dance series.
Alumni Secretary Jake Woodward announced this week that
Captain Harcombe will serve
lunch to all returning alumni
in the Field House before the
game. At this time the annual
alumni meeting, with Judge
Strom Thurmond, national president, presiding, will be held.
Immediately following the
luncheon the alumni will march
onto the football field, preceded
by the Clemson band.
The campus leadership fraternities, among them Blue Key
and Tiger Brotherhood, are
planning an elaborate reception
for returning Clemsonians.

CBA Names Four
Junior Members
Rhame Guyton, president of the
Central Dance Association,
this
week announced the addition of
four members of the junior class
to the CDA. Buddy Davant, of
Columbia; Kurt McLeod, of Sumter; Ed White, of Belton; ; and
Johnny New, of Greenville, complete the present junior staff.
Fred Fox, Olin Dorn, Gilbert
O'Brien, and Arthur DeLaney are
members of the junior staff elected by last year's CDA.
Guyton also announced that several more juniors will be selected
within the next few weeks.

STATUE:—Blue Key leaders are shown here inspecting the statue of Thomas G. Clemson which
is to be presented to the school by the cadet
corps, together with Abie Davidson, sculptor. They

State Press Convention Set At
Furman F or November 15-16
Holmes, Owen
Pershing Rifles
New Captains
Sam E. Owen, textile engineering
senior from Columbia, was recently
elected captain of Clemson's chapter of Pushing Rifles, national basic military fraternity. Other officers elected include First Lieutenant H. N. Dent, of St. Matthews;
Second Lieutenant J. L. Gregory, of
Lockhart; and First Sergeant W.
W. Gardiner, of Florence. Seig
Holmes, retiring captain, was elected honorary captain.
Active membership in the organization is open only to sophomores
and freshmen, although officers of
the rank of lieutenant and above
are elected from the members of
the senior class who are now inactive.
D. J. Ross, textile engineering
senior from West Columbia, is the
commander of the fourth regiment
of the organization. Other members
of his regimental staff include F.
L.,Holley and J. S. Mace, captains,
and S. H. Anthony, staff sergeant.

CLOANINGER AT VPI
Mr. B. O. Cloaninger, head of
the fertilizer department, left the
campus Monday to do graduate
work at Virginia Polytechnic Institute. He will be there for this
semester taking advanced work in
agronomy.

400 Girls Expected For Autumn Ball

Mr. Jake Woodward, Alumm
ni secretary, this week an«4
l^LHhai
Rhame G .yton. oi th- Uda^ic.-., to j*jS music-sweet and Hudson's name in the headlines—
Association. today swing-there's T-.,nce-, Colwell who since getting the corps reaction, we
nounced that the Chaplottei c6ntr*i'
Alumni chapter will main- said that more than four hundred jumps from jive w the soprano would like to emphasize that preare expected here for the an- lead of the group's A Capella Choir diction threefold."
tain an information booth in girls
The Clemson uniform, with dress
nual Autumn Ball, featuring the and drummer boy Sam Latimer,
the lobby of the Charlotte music of Dean Hudson and his who are part of one of the na- belt for freshmen and sashes for
upperclassmen, tuxedos, or
full
Hotel Saturday for the bene- Lance radio orchestra, October 7 tions best swing combinations.
J. Cornish Wilkinson, editor of dress, will be the order of Friday
fit of visiting Alumni and and 8.
Organized a few years ago at The TIGER in 1938 had this to night, and cits or uniform will be
Clemson students.
the University of Florida, Dean say about Dean's band, "We just worn at the Saturday night sesClemson men are urged to Hudson and his versatile band have can't seem to get this Dean Hud- sion.
make use of these facilities, quickly gained success in the musi- son off our minds—we got more Prices for the dance, Guyton ancal world the* past two years actual enjoyment out of Hudson's nounces, will be two dollars and
Mr. Woodward said.
playing in some Of the nation's music than any band we have twenty-five cents for the Friday
The club has also reserved best clubs and broadcasting over heard in over four years — and night formal from 9 ti 2, and for
a room in the Charlotte Ho- the National Broadcasting Com- we've heard them all. We predicted Saturday night, from 8 til 12, the
tel for the benefit of ladies. pany, aftd, tbe Mutual System. In you would soon be seeing Dean \ priCe wm be one buck seventy-five

are left to right, Edgar Ross, Blue Key president,
DeWitt Ross, Brigade Commander, Davidson, Dick
Caughman, associate Taps editor, and Jimmie
Lever, of the Tiger.

No tea-dance will be held due to
the Wake Forest game on Riggs
Field Saturday afternoon.
CDA Publicity Man Frank Horton said that Wake Forest students and all visitors here for the
game Saturday will also be invited.
"We are really making this a good
Autumn Ball and we invite every
one to come and share the fun."
All students who attend the
dance will be excused from formations during the dance hours. Colonel Herbert M. Pool, commandant, cautioned one and all to sign
off on their company rosters, however,

Wooten, Furman
Men Are Hosts
The annual south Carolina Collegiate Press Association convention will be held at Furman University in Greenville, November
15-16, it was announced yesterday
by Earle Rice of Anderson, Furman senior and general convention chairman.
The Furman Hornet, student
newspaper, is host this year, and
assoits editor, Doug Wooten,
ciation president.
Chairman Rice said the Furman-Carolina football game will
highlight the entertainment program, which will also include a
banquet and several social activities.
This week Gordon Weekly, corresponding secretary, sent notice
of the convention date to the 22
member publications at 13 South
Carolina schools. The association
is made up of newspapers and
magazines.
Meanwhile an executive commit
tee is selecting out-of-state judges
for the various association contests. Prizes are given for the best
sketches, news stories, and awards
are made to the newspapers and
magazines judged best all-around.
Although the program arrangements are not yet complete, Chairman Rice said, it will include
prominent
speakers,
discussion
groups for the various phases of
magazines and newspaper work,
and a series of lectures.
Men delegates to the convention
will be housed on the Furman
campus and women delegates at
the Woman's College, he said.
About 75 guests are expected for
the convention.
The Tiger, edited by Earl Mazo
of Greenville, was last adjudged
the best college newspaper in the
state and is the present holder of
the Wilton E. Hall cup.
The Clemson Agrarian, edited by
Robert Ariail of Sylva, S. C, was
winner of the Ben Robertson magazine award.

Iptay Now Has
1,600 Members;
Increase Of 300
Supporters of the Tiger continue to aid Clemson's athletic
program this year with substantial contributions through
"Italy", an organization composed of Clemson alumni and
followers of the team, Coach
Frank Howard said this week.
This year membership in the
fraternity reached a new high
with 1,600 paying subscribers
—an increase of 300 members
over last year. At a minimum
of ten dollars a person membership dues, this means a basa
increase of $3,000 over 1939, or
a total increase of more than
$16,000.
Organized six years ago by
Dr. Rube Fike, "Iptay" has
made rapid strides, and has
been an important factor in
the Clemson Tiger's march toward national gridiron recognition. Still going strong, the
group seems headed toward
even greater things next year.

—WORDS—
—BY THEIR—
There's a chance to get a good
snatch.—Goodale.
I expected to get a lot of letters from alumni this week about)
a mistake I made and didn't get
a one.
—Howard
Good morning.
—Pollard
It looks like you'll be needing
this military training before very
long.
—Emmanuel
I always like to listen to John
Lane's infantile jokes.
—Williams
There's something
me.—Hendrkks.

wrong with

DRAKE ROGERS
That was supposed to be a joke,
Drake A. Rogers, of Blenheim, gentlemen.—Gee.
S. O, and winner of the Anderson Fellowship last year, is regisSometimes you have to outcontered for graduate work at Louis- trary people.
\ —^toward
iana State University,
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Clemson Honor
The story is making the rounds—and
it's a true story, too—that the proprietors
of the Band's company store are operating
their enterprise on the Honor System, and
it works.
To the outsider that seems startling.
To us it was startling too, and we wondered what kind of sanctuary of virtuous
flute blowers Barracks six is housing. But
when we stopped to ponder this mystery,
we realized at once that Band members
are typically Clemson in every respect and
it's an unwritten law,, integrated in the
mores and traditions of this institution
that no Clemson man would steal from a
Clemson brother.
We believe that more of these experiments will work, ,and we'd like to see other
store operators, with the same faith in human nature and Clemson honor that
STILES STRIBLING of the Band Company has.

The Menace Is Gone
In an editorial last week the Tiger
might have given the impression to outsiders that slot machines and gambling
devices were being operated in all of the
downtown business establishments.
We wish to point out, however, that
these machines were not being operated
in Doc's, JUdge Keller's and several other
stores.
We might add that they are not being
operated in any of the down town business
establishments this week.
—The Editors.

Support The YMCA
The YMCA will officially begin its annual campaign for funds on next Tuesday.
This newspaper deems it unnecessary
to remind students of the inestimable
worth of the Young Men's Christian Association on this campus.
That the Y and its facilities are the
hub of all campus activity is common
knowledge. Even the freshman now realize the indispensibility of the Y and its
program.
We endorse the coming campaign for
funds with which to carry on this work
and suggest that you make your contributions as liberal as your resources will permit.

Dean Earle's Honor
Engineers of the nation this week
signally honored Clemson's Dean Samuel
B. Earle, of the school of engineering,
when they elevated him to the high post
of vice-president of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers.
Dr. Earle has long been outstanding
in engineering circles and his contributions to Clemson have been invaluable.

A Fair Exchange!
Some citizens in barracks have been
suggesting of late that Clemson adopt a
good old Annapolis custom, to wit, a girl
who puts on a uniform cap then owes
the owner of said cap one kiss — or as
many as he can collect.
The Tiger is all for it, and will attempt to do its part in instituting the custom by placing headgear on all members
of the opposite sex who might have t he
slightest interest in furthering the idea.
This idea at least should be tested.
M. F. S., N. C. E., J. J. L.
Now that doorless telephone booths are
making their appearance it may soon be
impossible to get a steam bath for a nickel.

The Building Program
In the past five years The Tiger has
been reporting projected and completed
building construction on the campus. Long
Hall, five new barracks, and the new textile building have been erected. The Tiger
has written many editorials commending
the construction of these buildings, and
telling of the advantages to be gained
from them. All this has been a part of
the growth of Clemson.
This year The Tiger has no news of any
extensive project contemplated for the
near future, or any major construction
completed.
Nevertheless, The Tiger is content, because we feel that the past summer has
been one primarily of consolidation; consolidation of the rapid gains made in the
past few years. The college has been afforded a needed breathing spell, and an
opportunity to assimilate the gains made
in order to plan more intelligently for
the future growth of Clemson. Not only
that, and just as important, work has
been completed which tends to enhance
the appearance and preserve existing investments. The old barracks have been
painted on* the outside and second barrack has been refinished on the inside, as
will the first and third at the earliest opportunity. Completely modern washroom
facilities have been added to first barracks, many new cement walks have laid,
and the field house is being completed.
The Tiger feels that the work done during the summer was of great benefit to
Clemson, and that the building 'program
will soon begin again with renewed vigor.
N. C. E.

World Communion Sunday
This Sunday International Communion for world peace will be held, The program at Clemson is directed by Dr. S. J.
L. Crouch, who has issued a plea for every
one at Clemson to attend church.
Certainly this is no trivial matter.
With almost the entire wx>rld at war, the
United States remains the sole bulwark of
freedom and happiness.
The only aid that most of us can render is moral support, and the best way to
keep up our morale is to go to church. This,
at least, should give us that psychic satisfaction that always results when one
acknowledges himself a servant of God.
W. S. M.

On To Charlotte
The "Queen City of the Carolinas"
will hold open house Saturday for the
Clemson Cadet Corps. Once a year through
the good offices of Mayor Douglas,- the
Chamber of Commerce, the Charlotte
Alumni Club, and the Charlotte Clemson
Club, Charlotte extends a welcome to any
and all Clemson men to come to Charlotte
and have a good time. This has been exactly the result for the two years that hte
boys have been going to Charlotte. They've
ha da good time.
We feel sure that an even better time
will be had this year, because extensive
and well-ordered arrangements have been
to make the cadets feel at home.
Mr. "Buck" Spearman of the Alumni
Club has been especially active in making
the arrangements, as have Ken Lytton and
his fellow members of the Charlotte
Clemson Club.
The Corps has an excellent opportunity to enjoy itself this week-end.
N. C. E.

OHEEfe

GEORGE WASHINGTON
RECEIVED ONLY ONE COLLEGE
DEGREE — AN LIB. FROM
WASHINGTON COLLEGE, MD.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN CO-ED? UJE
ENOUGH LIPSTICK ANNUALLY TO PAINT
FOUR 600D SUED BARNS'.' THE AVEW6E
CO-ED COVER? 9.68 SQ. FEET OF LIPT

> • • IN A YEAR • • •

Talk of the Town *
By Mitchell Simmons
r****^********************************************************
The morale, discipline, and spirit year Taps had more than 125 picof the Clemson student body is tures, and the total went to more
better now than it was twenty-five than 300.
years ago.
That is not idle talk. It is a
The plan of Frank Horton and
statement made by Dr. Robert several other company captains to
Franklin Poole, (president, who,' as organize a Company Commanders
you all know, was a student tare Club is the most constructive idea
twenty-five years ago.
that we have heard of this year.
Dr. Poole attributes the improveThere ar.e staff • clubs, first serment in morale, discipline, and geant's clubs, and other good or
spirit to the fact that students now worthless military organizations for
have a stronger voice in student students, but a company commandgovernment. They understand bet- ers club, it seems, could be of
ter the whys of the regulations by greater value to students than any
which they are governed.
other organization of the military
And Dr Pool.? thinks that there leaders.
is still much more room for stuFor in the final analysis it is the
dents to write and enforce the rules company commanders who adminwhich govern student life.
How ister the military at Clemson. The
much voice students have in bar- rules are, of course, made higher
racks government, however, will up, but the interpretation of those
depend upon the interest that is rules is left largely up to the indishown.
vidual commanders.
Without an organization of comthere
is a
Down at the Athletic office, pany commanders,
Coach Frank Howard has a desk sharp variation in the interpretadrawer that is almost filled with tion of the' cadet regulations, gome
"nut"
bad checks which he received for companies are known as
Iptay dues. In all there must be companies. \ Others as "sloppy"
about twenty-five checks which companies. With a fraternal group
of commandirs it seems that a
have bounced.
more standard interpretation of
But the most interesting one is
regulations dould be worked out.
from a fellow who has sent a bad Each cor.iahy could
have the
check for four consecutive years.
same military—all of the
men
The man was not solicited. He just coi/.ld discuss the good
and the
mailed the check' to the Athletic poor ways Jr* handle certain probAssociation without" even being nolems.
'f
tified that another bad check was
Too, these men as an organizadue. He has so consistently sent tion could flail upon men like Dr.
bad checks that Coach Howard no Poole, Colonel Pool, Mr. Littlelonger sends a membership card to john, Dr. Sfkes, and other men
him.
who are masters at handling stuIf these men had been high- dents to speak to their group. All
pressur.3d into joining Iptay, it of these college officials have exmight be fairly,easy to understand pressed . their willingness to cowhy they gave rubber checks. But operate with an organization such
they were not high-pressured, and as Horton has proposed, and we
our sophomore psychology just think that a good opportunity to
doesn't .explain it.
foster a great advancement in the
military at Clemson is at hand.
It may be that Clemson men are
Frank Horton and his Company
not very enthusiastic about their Commander's Club has the solid
best girls this year, but from all support tof the Tiger and this colthe bull sessions I've listened In on, umn. There is room for an aggresI doubt that they aren't. Anyway, sive organization of company comonly 40 pictures have been turned manders, and the man, or men,
in to* be voted on for Taps beauty support of the Tiger and this colsection, and that is a very poor Clsmson military a profound serbatting average. This time last vice.

JUDSON CHAPIN
From Duke this week comes an
article which is worthy of praise. A
certain Miss M'lou Dawe of the
DUKE CHRONICLE has written a
most charming article on the subject of the age:—old "Women spend
too much time dressing" problem.
Miss Dawe relates an experience
she had while attempting to invoke
a masculine trend into her wardrobe. Miss Dawe decided she would
wear a shirt with studs to class.
Wishing to approach the problem
scientifically, M'lou obtained the
necessary materials, only to become
completely dismayed by what she
termed "Two small holes the size
of pin heads, through which one is
to put something which resembles,
not too remotely a block and
tackle." Miss Dawe then relates
a most fascinating and vicarious
description of her terrific battle
and subsequent victory.
Now although left breathless by
Miss Dawe's story, surely we men
must have some retaliation. M'lou
came to the conclusion that men
should mak.e no kick about the time
a woman takes with her dressing,
when he surely must spend endless
hours toiling as a slave to collar
buttons and shirt studs. Personally I see no reason for a retaliation,
for actually there is no argument.
Our little Duke miss has completely covered the distinct dearth of
argument with her delightful facetiousness. So as the subject has
been brought forward, why not attempt to put it back in its place
for all time by attempting a few
proofs of our own?
Firstly, any man who has spent
endless hours in an unfamiliar date
parlor twiddling his thumbs or
counting the designs on the wall
paper while his ' date is upstairs
trying to decide which dress would
look best in the moonlight
will
agree that the women are definitely the worst offenders. Dances
are the real curse, unless you violate the sanctity of the young
lady's dressing room, one can count
on being an hour late.
There must be something psychological about the feminine dressing
situation, for when she wants to,
a girl can dress in one half the
time it takes a man. So where
are we? Exactly where we were
before I started all this. We men
grumble and groan at female tardiness, but we love it.
WINTHROP
Although Katie Klemson has not
been active as yet this year, we
see by the JOHNSONIAN that
Winthrop is at last settled down
to the academic year. The freshman beauty Queen has been selected, fifteen seniors were elected to
the Book and Key, six prominent
men will speak in chapel this semester. We are very glad to see
that this year's freshman class has
a distinct affinity to classical music. We can see that Dr. Gereld
Langford is going to be a big success this year.
HITHER AND YON
We hear that Fred Waring has
composed a song for Carolina. He
will play it on his radio program.
When we play them Carolina will
change her tune.
Some real dirt from the University of New Hampshire is promised
by a certain Chappie for the very
near future. Other secret agents
of the TIGER Gestapo are expected to report soon.

Stadium?
Clemson rumors—slightly authoritative rumors this time—have it that the
discussion of a new stadium is again on
deck in official bull sessions here.
The Tiger has long since advocated
the need of a stadium at Clemson adequate
to seat the crowds which our now famous
teams could attract here by meeting some
of this section and the nation's top-notch
opponents.
A Duke-Clemson game, ,for example,
could, according to the estimates of newspapermen and coaches, draw at least 20,000 fans to Clemson, whereas that same
game played at Durham would not even
be a paying proposition.
The real, immediate need is brought
close home to us because of the forced
transfer of the Furman-Clemson Thanksgiving Day classic to Greenville this year
because local interest in this game has
outgrown our present facilities.
This newspaper, together with Clemson men everywhere, will watch with interest subsequent developments regarding
the erection of a modern, ample stadium.

A Quotable Quote
We don't know whether it is original,
but when Editor Betty Richardson wrote
in her Johnsonian column:
"All that glitters is not gold—and all
that is red, white and blue is not patriotic"—
Well, we just agree about a hundred
per cent.
- We've seen more red, white and blue
in the last six months than we think is
necessary.

Corps Can ludge
The Tiger approves the judgment of
Taps executives in allowing members of
the cadet corps to select their own beauties to appear in this year's annual.
Clemson men, we contend, can judge
pulchritude as well as any PETTY or
BARCLAY

Tom Clemson Writes
Colonel Tom Rutledge
Commander, 2nd Regiment
Dear Tom:
I have heard a lot of "beefs"
about students having to dash out
in shirts at six-thirty for calisthenics, and frankly, Sir, I have done
a bit of '"beefing" myself.
Getting out from under two
blankets and rushing out in the
crisp (I could even say frigid)
morning air puts snap in the sleepy
old carcass but it also tends to
freeze the same carcass.
You won't understand just how
we feel about this proposition. Because I observe that you and your
stooges take the care to wear mackinaws while everyone else is trying
to warm up doing exercises in
shirts.
I don't doubt that the brigade
would cut a less "clean" figure at
Reveille in a heterogeneous assortment of sweaters, coats, and mackinaws, but we really do get cold,
too, and we all have a coat of some
sort that we could wear if the army
would let us.
Respectfully,
Tom Clemson.

D, J. Ross
Brigade Commander
Dear DeWitt:
Last week I walked by the guard
room bulletin board about four
o'clock and read:
"Retreat outside—SHIRTS."
And then I walked out to the
fountain by the guard room to get
a drink, and observed
that the
corporal of the day had taken
(and was still taking) the names
of one and all who were coming
from laboratories without a mackinaw.
It may be that I don't understand proper military
methods.
But it seems to me that if it is
warm enough for students to wear
shirts for retreat, it should be
warm enough for them to not
have to wear Macks to labs in the
afternoon.
This seems rather inconsistent,
and maybe we need a brigade temperature feeler to decide
what
what the uniform should be, but
it does seem that a student should
not be busted for not wearing a
mackinaw, and then turn around
to meet a formation without a
mackinaw.
Tcm Clemson.

INTELLIGENT ECONOMY
Dear Students:
I have always respected the intelligence of the Clemson student
body and held the impression that
most of you do not have money
to "burn."
But that is what you did last
week-end. One of the down town
eating places, as usual, jacked up
prices during dance intermission,
and you still went to that place
for your drinks and sandwiches,
despite the fact that other places
did not elevate their prices.
This is not a "plug" for any
business establishment at Clemson. However I for one intend to
eat at the place of standard prices, during dance intermission and
at other times. My
intelligence
tells me that there is no need to
be "rooked" when it is not necessary.
Sincerely,
Tom Clemson

Mr. Jake Woodward
Alumni Secretary
Dear Uncle Jake:
From the news reports it would
seem that most of the Clemson
alumpi-^Uibs have seen the movie
reds of the campus shots which
were made here last year.
But, Uncle Jak
students havelM^irr^them,
I know that' these
reels were
made primarily for the alumni,
and I think that it is an excellent
idea to show the fellows who have
not been on the campus in several years what Clemson is like
now. But
I know that the students would also like to see them.
I'm sure that Mr. Holtzendorff
would be very glad to show these
pictures after vespers some Sunday. And, be assured, the students
would welcome the opportunity to
see how the campus looks in the
movies.
Tom Clemson

—osear says—
—that Mother Colvin
is still
—that Biscuit Sams saw her
looking out for his nine old men,
first
even
if
Black Dog and Billy
and if you don't believe
it you
should see him counting noses at (the Law) now seem to have a
more than platonlc interest in
almost any formation.
—osear says—
Coker.
—that there was a mistake in
—oscar says—
the printed dance roster last week
—that of the dozens of admirers
—it should have been Jack Lever of Sara, the Pride of Spartanburg
and Nancy (note Zoo).
Hi, Soph Daisy Richardson was the
—oscar says—
most open-mocthed, calf-eyed of
—that the three men
in the the lot.
Tiger cartoon last week couldn't
—oscar says—have been Lever, Simmons, and
—that unless Panco comes to
Elphick—He (Oscar) knows that Duck Lindsey's rescue, he will
they were not there for their ad- have to buy another pair of boots
vanced training.
before the state fair week-end.
•—osear says—
■—osear says—
—that George again had stand—that Rock Caughman should
ard prices at the College Cafe dur- keep in mind that rocks can be
ing intermission last week-end.
cracked.
—oscar says—
—oscar says-i—
—that Jimmie Didn't.
—that since everyone
thinks
—oscar says—
Frank
Roger's
rag is an almanac
—"Teddy" Black and Charlie
Potter acted as if they had first anyway, maybe Frank should be
hand information as to how to appointed brigade weather officer
(see Tom Clemson for details.)
perform a military wedding.
—oscar says—

—oscar says.—

—that if Ex-Col. Francis Bell
doesn't hurry and get married,
Bottle Butley will soon be counting the gray hairs on what he
calls his head.
—oscar says—

—that "I do know better"
(No. 1) is quite proud of
Charlie McCartney since
guard-room encounter the
night.

—that the Clemson
uniform
may have its appeal but someone
should put Ernie Freeman in the
know—putting the hat on the girls
head doesn't mean that she's ready
to pitch woo.

—oscar says—
Ross
—that rumors
have it
that
Corp. George Fritts actually kissed one
their of the Wofford huskies during the
other game last Saturday.

WHAT IS YOUR IMPRESSION
OF THIS YEAR'S SENIOR
PLATOON?
By Harris Hollis
Dr. Sikes, president emeritus,
"The best platoon in Clemson's
history."
"Buck" Spearman, president of
Charlotte-Clemson Alumni, '"The
platoon is the best advertisement
Clemson can promote."
Colonel H. M. Pool, commandant,
"A creditable
performance
last
Saturday."
Captain Frank Farr, PAS and
staff and originator , of Clemson's
first senior platoon, "The best drill
performance I have ever seen."
E. P. Huguenin, junior, "The ultimate in well drilled platoons."
F. S. Davenport, freshman, "I
don't possibly see how it could be
any better than it is now."
Mack Alman, junior, "They look
mighty good to me."
Bob Stoddard, senior, "It's early
in the season and they will no
doubt improve—still they look better than any drill unit I've seen."
L. A. Dantzler, junior, "I've been
here three years and it's the best
platoon I've seen yet."
W. D. Martin, sophomore, "It
looks much better than it did last
I MARRIED ADVENTURE
By Osa Johnson
season."
Bill Brunson, junior, "Better than
"I'm going to travel and make
money doing it", Martin Johnson ever. Next to the football team it
once announced to his parents,
and he has clearly lived up to this
statement made in his early youth.
Martin started
his adventurous
life at 16, touring the nearby
towns making portraits. By sheer
nerve he got himself employed as
a cook on Jack London's Snark,
and so was off on his first long
trip. Osa Leighty became his wife
and the two of them were pff
By GUS WHAM
poorly equipped to the South Seas;
FRIDAY, "ANDY HARDY
later when backed by George Eastman, Martin and Osa were to MEETS DEBUTANTE"—For laughs
have the best in photographic galore don't miss this one. Andy
Hardy is at his best in providing
equipment.
I Married Adventure is a com- the movie with plenty of scrapes.
bined travel, adventure tale, ahd All of his troubles start when he
frank biography of Martin John- brags too much to the home town
son by his steadfast wife and kids about his love affair with one
companion, Osa. This comely Kan- of those Fifth Avenue debutantes
sas maiden had to adjust herself he hasn't even seen. All of his
to a roving, spirited life, but she problems are solved, however, after
discovering that his distant cousin
made a perfect mate for Martin.
is one of the glamour one's best
"Incurable optimists," says Linton
friends. Ann Rutherford does, well
Wells to" jhe Saturday Review, as Andy's hometown sweetheart
"with sublim5*ifeith in themselves
and she hasn't lost any of those
and the future* Osa and Martin
Johnson had tremendous vitality, good looks.

HAVE!

Shoot the
SHOW

and one at once admires and envies their zeal.^
The book abounds with stories
of the highlights of their travels.
Mrs. Johnson Interestingly tells of
three scoui^, selected by tfegir fel
lows^ftom the entire TJJLAT
spend somj#ne with tfcjMLo?
in Africa. "Thl* pi v*!B^li e quite
awed by the boys," relates Mrs.
Johnson, "not merely because they
were white, but because there was
no native feat of skill in which
the youngsters did not prove more
proficient than the natives themselves. When it was time, at the
end of five weeks, for the lads to
leave, I think our black boys were
almost as sorry as we were to see
them go."
Splendidly illustrated, it is a
book for all ages of a drama well
worth telling, and done so in a
real and lifelike manner.

—oscar says—■

—oscar says—
—that his fan mail ain't what
—that Mama Hambright is now
taking lessons "a la Dogpatch it used to be, and he (Oscar) is
beginning to wonder what goes on
style"—better luck next time.
around and about at some of our
—oscar says—
—that George Fritts' sad look sister schools.
—oscar says—these days is entirely flue to his
—that third term "K" of G-2
memories of opportunity school—
they'll be back next year, George. is glad that he saved the stripes
that he bought last year.
—oscar says—
—oscar says—
—that Charles Davant needs
—that the Furman rats are still
something more than an alarm
clock to wake him for a late date. making a nuisance of themselves
at the Zoo on Saturday nights—oscar says—
—that somebody ought to tell it's getting to the place that there
some of these Rat jitterbugs how just isn't enough glamor at the
to act on a dance floor.
Zoo to go around.

SATURDAY, "THE SAINT
TAKES OVER"—A 60-minute mystery dr/ma v,«h George Sanders,
Wendy Barrie, Jonathan Hale, and
Guilfoyle in the principal
Plot: George Sanders, meets
endy Barrie crossing from Lon_jn to New York, on the way to aid
his friend, Jonathan Hale, a police
detective who was fired when five
gamblers killed his main witness
and planted $50,000 in his safe.
Things really get complicated, but
the Saint clears the mystery up as
usual. It's worth seeing, so cut
that horizontal lab.
MONDAY "PRIDE AND PREJUDICE"—No previews available.
TUESDAY, "WILDCAT BUS"—
The name sounds off cue but the
show is rated as good. Charles
Lang carries the leading role with
the other' half of the romancing

means more to Clemson than anything else."
L. A. White, freshman, "It's a
fine thing for the school."
J. H. Tate, sophomore, "The Senior platoon and the football team
helped to put Clemson on the
map."
B. B. Sams, junior, "The senior
platoon this year is the best yet."
B. P. Lawhorn, sophomore, "The
best yet. The senior platoon wTffe..
give Clemson a better reputation." I
D. L. Alexander, freshman, "What
I've seen is O. K."
B u c k y G oudelock, sophomore,
"Our platoon this year has done
the best drilling of any platoon
this school has ever had."
C. A. Sprouse, sophomore, "The
best I've seen in drilling."
J. G. Kelly, senior, "We have
a platoon equal to any in the
country and it should follow the
football teams to give the school
more publicity."
C. W. Pitchford, senior, "The
senior platoon is a big asset to
the school. It's seconded in publicity only by the football team."
T. W. Yarboro, freshman, "It's
plenty good."
F. Hickerson, sophomore, "I think
it's a little better than the platoon we had last year."
B. C. Means, freshman, "They
are plenty good with those rifles."
supplied by Fay Wray. The acting is more than good and the plot
can be classed as better than the
average run. Lang is ousted from
the penthouse after running thru
his inheritance. He is hired by
Fay Wray, manager of her father's
bus line. Lang falls in love with
Miss Wray and helps her clear up
the mystery surrounding a disloyal
employee. If you like action pictures, then this one should be right
up your alley.
WEDNESDAY, "RANGERS OF
FORTUNE'—Here is one of the
best Westerns of the season with
action enough to please those who
like this class of picture. The cast
is well chosen with Fred McMurray,
Albert Dekker, Gilbert Roland, and
Patricia Morrison playing the leading roles. Plot: Fred MacMurray,
renegade American cavalry officer;
Gilbert Roland, Mexican highwayman and Albert Dekker, punchdrunk former fighter, are a trio of
captured runners who escape shooting by a Mexican firing squad
through a ruse. They meet Betty
Brewer and Brandon Tynan, militant frontier newspapermen at a
water hole. The two have been
driven out of the settlement of
Santa Marta. The trio returns with
them and helps solve their problems. Of course there's a love affair and the usual "happy ending".
Rating—Good.
THURSDAY, "PASTOR HALL"
—Although primarily a scathing indictment of Nazi terrorism, this
picture tells a moving and dramatic
story of suffering humanity. The
plot is exceedingly good and the
acting is better than fair. Wilfrid^
Lawson and Nova Pilbeam ar.e tly [
leading players and do a good jc
of selling movie fans against Hitl'
and his Nazi hordes. You can't i
wrong—so see it.
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Local Chapter Alpha Phi Omega Service Frat Be Installed Sunday
Clemson Men
Successful
In Petition

H. Roe Bartle
VISITOR:—The Honorable H.
Roe Bartle, national president
of Alpha Phi Omega, who will
be here Sunday to formally
induct the local Scouter's Service Society into Alpha IMii
Omega.

Alumnus Gibson
Honored Again
Dr. M. R. Gibson (Clemson) of
Raleigh, was last week
elected
president of the North Carolina
Eye, Ear, 'Nose and Throat Society at that organization's annual session in Winston-Salem.
Dr. Gibson is also Grand Chef
de Gare of the North Carolina 40
& 8, exclusive honor group of the
American Legion.

"Anderson deputation
Conducts Y Vespers
Vespers at the "Y" Sunday were
conducted by a group from Ander""S.
son College.
<*.
Those present were: Edna Law^>^, ler, Jane Bridges,
Virle
Crow,
Georgia Hamlet,
Hilda
Moody,
Eleanor Owens and Joan Jones.
Coming to Clemson for future
Vespers are: Dr. Joe Carter, Anderson, October 6; Dr. Lee Shepard, Raleigh, October 13, and a
delegation from Winthrop, October 20.

Watson Named To
National Body

Mr. Dave Watson, superintendent of the grounds and buildjngs,
was appointed to the Extension
Service committee of Kiwanis International at the last meeting in
Anderson. Mr. Watson will attend
a session of the committee in
Chicago next month.
Mr. Watson is also chairman
of the Underprivileged Children's
committee and was in charge of
the program for the meeting.

H. Roe Bartle of Kansas City,
Mo., national president of Alpha
Phi Omega, scouters' service fraternity, will be principal speaker at
the installation of a chapter of that
organization here Sunday night at
8:30 o'clock, President BihV Awtrey,
of the petitioning group, announced
today.
The Clemson group is the first to
be organized in South Carolina.
' Installation ceremonies will be
conducted at the college Y. M. C. A.
Mr. Bartle will arrive in Greenville Saturday and be guest speaker
at a scouters' dinner in Hotel
Greenville 'Saturday night at 7
o'clock. Also on the program will
be W. A. Dobson, regional Scout
executive, who will present several
Eagle Scout badges.
The meeting here will be conducted by the Scouters group headed by Cadet Awtrey of Columbia.
Charter members of the fraternity at Clemson include: Frank H.
Thames, Jr., of Charleston, James
T. Rankin of Charlotte, Everett
F. Martin of New York, A. H. Driver, of Aiken, Garvin C. McMakin of
Wellford, Julian D. Dusenberry of
Bishopville, Bufus E. Henry of
Clemson, Sam E. Davis, Jr., of
Brunswick, Ga., John I. Barron of
York, Claude B. Poole, of Gaffney,
George C. Adricks, of Greenville,
William Trammel, Jr., of Anderson,
J. G. Young of Florence, J. O. Taylor, Jr., of Mt. Croghan, H. M. Correll of York, James J. Lever, Jr., of
Columbia, O. B. Cannon of .Newberry, Henry A. Coleman of Charleston, and James L. Edwards of
Charleston.
"
Scout Executive O. B. Gorman
and his assistants, Ernest Pittman
and Robert Black, will be installed
as honorary members of the fraternity.
The faculty advisers are Dr. F.
H. H. Calhoun, Prof. E. J. Freeman,
Dr. J. E. Ward, and Mrs. P. B. Holtzendorff. R. M. Culver, C. K. Douglas and O. B. Gorman are the
Scouting executives for this area.

Clemson Close-Ups
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Bells Have Baby
Girl; Prof .Won't
Give Cigars Out

Jenkins, New Zealand Native,
Replaces Williams On Ag Staff
Dr. David Ross Jenkins has
been appointed to fill the,position
in the department of agricultural
economics and
rural
sociology
made vacant by the resignation of
Dr. B. O. Williams last May.
Dr. Jenkins was born in New
Zealand. He received
his early
training in that country. He is,
however, an American citizen and
has done graduate work at Columbia University in New York.
During the summer, Dr. Jenkins
taught rural sociology at Columbia University.
Dr. Jenkins com^Hsto Clemson
with the very highest'--recommen-

dations from leaders in the field
of rural sociology throughout the
country. He has had considerable
experience in research work, having assisted in making a study of
American villages, including several in this state.
Having coached many athletic
teams, including rugby and swimming teams, Dr. Jenkins is naturally interested in all forms of
athletics and will probably become
well known in athletic circles here.
At present Dr. and Mrs. Jenkins
are staying in the Harris apartments in North Clemson.
<

Beta Sigma.
Inducts Me
Plans Fall

Band Parades In
Greenville Show

E. H. Lesesne, pr
nt of Beta
Sigma Chi, this
announced
the following new
elected to
the Charleston o
fraternity:
J. H. Heinsohn, Fj
Thames, W.
A. Renken, A. HT
' and H. G.
Grimball.
The fraternity *3§b" invites all
Have you entered the Football Clemson men to attend the annual
Contest at Martin's this week? dance to be given at Rockville, Oc(adv.)
tober 25.

MAIL SCHEDULE

a Slide Rule"
by DON BEHOLD

IT'S HUMOROUS . ,
IT'S HELPFUL,..

IT'S FREE

Choosing a Slide Rule is a lot like getting
married, because you are going to have it for a
long, long time. That's why you just must read
this masterful book by that old slide rule slider,
Don Herold. It is written in simple, salty language and profusely illustrated by the master
himself. It takes the mystery out of slide rules
for all time.
"How to Choose a Slide Rule" is free—if yon
get yours before the first edition runs out. See
your campus K & K dealer at once.

Mrs. Carrie R. Goodman, Clemson postmaster, announces the
following mail schedule for the school year:
INCOMING MAIL
8.00 AM
_
All Directions—All Classes
1:00 P.M
South—First Class
1:00 P.M
Lower State—All Classes
3:45 P.M
North—First Class
5:30 P.M
_
South—First Class
5:45 P.M
North—Parcel Post
FIRST CLASS FROM GREENVILLE
OUTGOING MAIL
6:00 A.M
South—First Class
11:00 A.M
North and lower South Carolina—All Classes
11:00 A.M
Seneca and Walhalla
2:45 PM
South—First Class
3:45 P.M
All Directions—All Classes
6:45 P.M
All Directions—All Classes

SUNDAY SCHEDULE
INCOMING MAIL
8:00 AM
1:00 P.M
1:00 P.M.

All Directions—All Classes
South—First Class
Lower State—All Classes
OUTGOING MAIL
North, Lower State, and West—All Directions
Seneca, Walhalla and Anderson

11:00 A.M
11:00 A.M

■ST. 1SS7

KEUFFEL * ESSER CO.
NEW YORK — HOBOKEN. N. J.
CHICAGO ■ ST. LOUIS
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WELCOME TO OUR CITY

CLEMSON
BEFORE OR AFTER THE GAME
ENJOY GOOD FOOD AT

Welcome!
You ^.fcrid your friends are cordially
town headquarters before and after the
game on Saturday. Visit our Fountain
(downstairs)

for

refreshments

115 West 4th Street
—YEAR ROUND AIR CONDITIONED—

Charlotte Trip
Continued from page one
that dates for all students who
sign the list will be arranged with
Queens
College
students,
and
Charlotte high school girls. Lytton urged all students who are getting "mail order dates" to call the
girls as soon as they reach Charlotte. Dinner for their dates is
being arranged by many of the
girls, Lytton said.
Plans for the activities have
been worked out by Lytton, James
Rankin, J. E. Bolt, and George
Coble of the local student North
Carolina club, and by Buck Spearman and the Charlotte Alumni
club.
Headquarters for Clemson men
Friday night and Saturday will be
at the Charlotte Hotel. The Charlotte Alumni club Will provide information booths, and the Esquire
club will aid students in getting
dates for the dance.
Alumni President Spearman also
announced that all Clemson students and alumni are invited to
attend a stag banquet at Thackers restaurant Friday night.
The
banquet, sponsored by the Charlotte club, will begin at 7:30 and

Welcome
Clemson

Signa Tau Epsilon, honor genT'<S£fe BReTffE.ftHpOp
eral science fraternity, was host
to the faculty and freshmen of the
Bi-ve
k!ty f
school of general science at a social given last tiight in the YMCA
club rooms.
The purpose of the social was
to introduce the faculty and freshmen to the members of the fraternity. Talks were presented
by
the new members, who were in
charge of the program.
The Wesley Foundation of the
The purpose of the organization
Clemson Methodist Church held a was outlined.
council retreat here September
9-10, under leadership of L. C.
Vereen, president.
The program on September 9 included a Fellowship supper and discussion with worship. The schedule on the 10th was filled by discussions and talks delivered by the
members.
Those taking part in the activities were J. J. pitts, Jack Lytton
J. Q. Lever, W. C. Hughes, A.
L.
Brooks, Raymond Sellars, G. S.
Thompson, and Morris King.
Also, Frank West, O'Neal Jacobs,
L. T. Jones, J. C. Newell, Harold
Wilson, arid J. J. Lever.
Talks were also made by Mr.
Leon Clayton, Rev. D. A. Clyburn,
Dr. J. E. Ward, and Dr. L. D. Gillespie, district superintendent.
will cost one dollar.
Besides Mr. Spearman, officers
of the Charlotte Alumni club are
R. O. Sams, president and treasurer, and T. C. Heyward, vicepresident.

Wesley Foundation
Retreat Reported

Crouch's Pulpit
Taken By Cooper
Mr. J. Roy Cooper,
associate
YMCA secretary, substituted for
Dr. Sydney J. L. Crouch, pastor ol
the Fort Hill Presbyterian Church,
last Sunday when Dr. Crouch was
confined to his bed.

700 Freshmen Are
Admitted To ROTC
Minor physical defects trimmed
more than a hundred freshmen
from the ROTC rolls for the first
semester, it was announced this
week by Dr. Lee W. Milford.
Seven hundred freshmen met the
requirements, and were accepted
into the basic training course.
Eye trouble accounted for most
of the deficiencies, according to
Dr. Milford, while lesser defects
eliminated the rest.

CLEMSON STUDENTSWELCOME TO CHARLOTTE

CHARLOTTE, N. C.

MOST CORDIAL

WELCOME
AWAITS YOU IN

CHARLOTTE
"THE QUEEN CITY OF THE SOUTH"

We'll Be Seeing You

and

To Charlotte's
Leading
RESTAURANT

good food.

Opposite Hotel Charlotte, or

LITTLE PET SANDWICH SHOP

The Clemson Band represented
Clemson in the grand parade of
the second National Cotton Festival which began in Greenville today. The parade began at five
o'clock and took about an hour and
a half to complete.
The Band turned in a good performance, remarkable because of
the large size of the Band this year
and because of the fifty-four freshmen. Frank Haddon, the new drum
major seemed to manage the band
with perfect ease.

ScftfcBMlP fttiP fcLflDf.

Honor Frat
Fetes Frosh

SCOUTER:— Bill Awtrey, from
West Columbia, president of
the Alpha Phi Omega petitioning group which is being installed Sunday.

invited to make our store your down-

(on the first floor) and our Cafeteria
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Aull To Speak
At Missouri U.

BEFORE YOU TAKE THE PLUNGE . . . READ

Kurt Mueller, Blue Key
sponsored
Austrian
refugee
student, was positive when he
left Austria two years ago that
the German and Austrian populations would rise up eh
masse and depose Hitler. Mueller admits that his belief was
a little misplaced, but he points
out that several attempts have
been made on Hitler's
life
since that
time. He firmly
believes that eventually Hitler will be overthrown by the
common people over whom he
rules.
The only people," said Mueller, "who really like Hitler are
the munition-makers and the
others who are profiting by
his rule." The common people are dissatisfied and underfed, while the ruling classes
have everything
that
they
want.
Mueller said that he had
been away from Germany for
so long that he had gotten out
of touch with conditions, and
in spite of the questions people put to him his judgment
and opinions were no better
than anyone else's.
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Professor and Mrs. M. C. Bell
have announced the birth of a
baby girl, Mary Marshall, at the
General Hospital, Greenville, Sunday morning, September 29.
Professor Bell says that it. is a
fine baby, but he isn't giving
away any cigars. "You'll understand why I'm not handing out
cigars," Professor Bell told the
Tiger, "when you have an eightpound baby girl."
The Tiger thinks that Professor
Dr. G. H. Aull, professor of ag- Bell is undervaluating the situaricultural economics
and
rural
tion. The Tiger likes cigars.
sociology, has been invited to attend a national conference on Land
Classification at the University of
Missouri on October 10-12 and to
discuss the general question
of
Land Classification as an Aid in
Real Estate.
Discussing this question with Dr.
The Pre-Med club, this week tapAull will be: R. R. Renne, Mon- ped four new members, C. R.
tana State University, and W. G. Wright, club president, announced
Murry, Iowa State College.
today.
The new members are: C. C.
Graves, senior, and juniors J. G.
Young, M. R. Hunter and J. W.
Pitts.
Old members are C. R. Wright, B.
B. Burley, R. E. Perry, B. G. Edwards, H. H. Holmes, G. C. Adickes,
S. H. Anthony, J. H. Dixon.

• h% maWorljfe ?

Bv H. McCoy

Refugee Student
Believes Hitler
Will be Deposed

[Deliefout Seafood
. Fresh Dnily from
the BrtDT Deep

IVEY'S

CHARLOTTE, N. C.

enners
Charlotte, N. C.

The Charlotte Chamber
of Commerce, Inc.
C. O. KUESTER, Bus. Manager
Note:—A City Now Of More Than 100,000!
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Plans Talked For Proposed Airport, Huge Stadium At Clemson

EXTENSION Director D.
W. Watkins, whose headquarters is at Clemson
college, directs the work
<rf
Clemson
extension
men in every South
Carolina county. The extension service has often
been called
Clemson's
"outside" faculty.
The
"inside'' faculty teaches
the students attending
the college, while the extension workers teach the
thousands of South Carolinians living on farms
over the state.

Local Dairymen
Enlarging Herd

John Paul Lucas,
Charlotte, Dies

Clemson's Dairy club last week
tapped approximately forty-three
students to membership 'in the
1940-41 group, J. G. Guess, president, announced.
The only qualification for mem
bership in the club is an interest
in its activities, Guess said.
Other officers are Ed Young,
vice-president, and Walter Hobson,
secretary-treasurer.
The new men are: W. R. Crooks.
P. T. Bardin, Alvin Barrow, G. A.
Carmichael, L. Ard, R. S. Drake,
J. R. Burrows, W. R. Marsh, C. A.
James, T. B. Rickenbaker, R. E.
Thomas, and D. H. Buhrmaster.
Also J. T. N. McComb, C. D.
Sumner, L. A. Dantzler, T. E. Garrison, C. C. Graham, C. S. Anderson, W. C. Godly, W. E. Kerr, Q.
L. Chapman, A. D. Lewis, W. D.
Martin, H. H. Whitaker, B. Jackson, B. Josselson, E. M. Reynolds,
W. W. Kirven, E. M. Rain, H. S.
Cotton and J. M. Cloaninger.
Also P. M. Kearse, C. M. Shuman, B. P. Drake, B. Hamilton, D.
O. Martin, W. C. Stroud, G. E.
Thompson, E. B. Collins, R. D.
E.
Morgan, E. P. Hoover,
J.
Canfield, R. L. Allison, and J, H.
Stevenson.

Funeral services were held li\
Charlotte Sunday for J. p. Lucas,
Sr., father of Clemson's John Paul
Lucas. Mr. Lucas, a widely known
business, civic and religious leader, died at his home last Saturday.
Mr. Lucas had suffered ill health
over a long period. Several days
ago he became gravely ill, and
died after a few hours of semiconsciousness.
Born January 25, 1895, Mr. Lucas
spent most of his life in Charlotte. He joined the reportorial staff
of the Charlotte Observer when 17
years old and later became editor
of the Winston-Salem Journal, but
returned to Charlotte to be editor
of the Charlotte Evening Chronicle.
Mr. Lucas was an active member
of the Methodist Church. He was
also a veteran member of the Rotary Club, having served one
term as president. During the past
15 years, he had been a popular
speaker at many cities in the
Carolinas.
At the time of his death Mr.
Lucas was merchandizing manager
of the Duke Power Company, holding a high executive position.
The following Clemson men attended Mr. Lucas' funeral: Major
S. M. Martin, Professors, J. D.
Lane and W. W. Klugh, and Mr.
Frank Sharpe.

Alumnus Pitts
Teaching Here
Ira 8. Pitts is now an instructor

Have you entered the Football in the weaving and designing deContest at Martin's this week? partment at Clemson
Textile
(adv.)
School. He completed the textile

Welcome Clemson
REX RECREATION
PARLOR
36 Billiard Tables and
Alleys
—AIR CONDITIONED—
125 S. Tryon Street
Charlotte, N. C.

industrial
education
course
at
Clemson in 1929, and has had the
following experience in the industry: Three years
with
Draper
Corporation, Hopedale, Mass.; four
years with Muscogee Manufacturing Company, Columbus, Ga., as
second hand assistant overseer and
night overseer of weaving;
two
years with Martel Mills as oversees of weaving; and nine months
with
Southern Brighton
Mill,
Shannon, Ga., as assistant superintendent. Mr. Pitts is filling the
position made vacant by the resignation of Mr. Gordon B. M. Walker, who is now with Textile World,
New York City.

Special Student Steak
Dinner

35*
AT

KING'S SODA GRILL
SPECIAL PLATE LUNCHES
30c
40c.
50c
EVERYTHING IN THE LINE OF FOOD
SODA FOUNTAIN
4th and South Tryon Sts.
Charlotte, N. C.

Glee Club Plans
Are Announced
By Weinheimer

THE DEAN AND COMPANY—Here Is Dean
Hudson and his pretty vocalist, Frances Colwell,
with the remainder of his orchestra in the background. The Dean and His Florida Clubmen will
play for the annual Autumn Ball here Homecom-

IRC Officers To
Meet With Crouch
Sam Davis, president Of the International Relations Club,
announced today that officers of the
club would meet with Dr. Crouch
this week to formulate a program
for the coming year. The club
will hold a meeting next Monday
night.

WELCOME TO
CHARLOTTE
Reddy joins the Charlotte Alumni in
welcoming the Clemson Cadet Corps
and the Scrapping Country Gentlemen

Men in Engineering and Agriculture recognize far
more than the average student how great a part is
played by the services rendered by efficient, highly
co-ordinated utilities.

ing week-end, October 11 and 12.
Known for
several years as the rising orchestra of the country, Hudson finally arrived at the top this summer when he took a large sponsored network
broadcast.

Ward Talks To
Anderson Club
Dr. James E. Ward, head of the
economics department, last Thursday spoke to the members of the
Anderson Kiwanis Club on "The
Constitution of the United States,"
in accordance with Constitution
Week.
With special emphasis on the
negro's influence on the present
day conception of the constitution, Dr. Ward referred to the first
section of the fourteenth amendment, saying that few
judicial
battles have concerned the son of
Ham, for whose benefit the lines
of the first section of the fourteenth amendment were written.

LaMaster Judges
Atlanta Cattle
Professor J. P. LaMaster, head
of the Clemson dairy department,
was in Atlanta yesterday to judge
the Guernsey cattle at the Southeastern Fair.
Mr. LaMaster also judged Guernsey cattle at the Virginia State
Fair at Richmond on September
2S, and spoke at the formal opening of the new Borden milk plant
at Chester, S. C, on September
27.

Charlotte Alumni
Will Hear Daniel
Mama Hambright
At Annjual Banquet Gets Cramp; Gets
Clemsoni alumni and friends who Back To Bench
venture to- Charlotte Saturday will
once agSi'n (have the pleasure of
hearing Clemson's great story teller, Dr. DavM- Wistar Daniel, retired dean oJ the school of general
science. Hb Will speak at the annual Alumni; banquet at Thackston's Resta-urant, Friday night at
7 o'clock.
Head Coach Frank Howard and
members of his Btaff will also be
there to discuss the local athletic
situation for the benefit of the
visiting alumni.
Clemsonians planning to attend
are requested to make their reservations with: R. o. Sams, American Trust Company, Charlotte.

Caughman, Mace
Edit Directory
Of Blue Key
Richard Caughman, of Columbia, was this week named editor
of the Blue Key student directory,
according to an announcement by
Edgar Ross, Blue Key president.
J. S. Mace, Charleston, was selected as associate editor.
Work is already under way and
the complete 'book will be in the
students'
hands
within a few
' weeks, Caughman said.

WELCOME TO OUR CITY
Before and After the Game, Visit

THE PIEDMONT GRILL
In our Factories, on our Farms, and in thousands of
Carolina Homes the multiple services of the electric
industry are performed by engineers and other trained
specialists of the Duke Power organization. Outstanding among these experts are many graduates of
Clemson and our other fine technical colleges. We
are proud of them and their record of service.

201 W. Trade St.

Richard J. Weinheimer, electrical engineering junior from Erie,
Pennsylvania, new president
of
the Clemson College Glee club,
announced today the Glee club is
again organizing. Try-outs were
held last Wednesday, and
the
singers will number approximately
35.
Mrs. Harold Cochran Is director, - and under her capable baton
the Glee club plans to make several trips, including a concert in
North Carolina.
The Clemson College Glee club
is a self-supporting organization
and its trips and concerts are
provided for by members' funds.
Their work Is greatly aided by
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, secretary
of the YMCA.

Charlotte, N. C.

FULL LINE OF FALL SHOES
Newest Styles at Bargain Prices
Raincoats and Week-End Bags
And a Complete Line of General
Merchandise at Reasonable Prices

JUDGE KELLER

This story came from a
side-line pass holder at the
Wofford game, and it may or
may not be true, but here it
is as it was told to the Tiger:
It was during the first halt
of the game, and Coach Howard sent in a new team, with
the exception of Mama Hambright and one or two others.
It seems that Mama was ready
to rest some, too, and limped
over to Coach Howard and
said, "Coach, aren't you
taking me out, too—I have cramp
in both legs." Mama was
taken out.

Little Holtzy
To Captain
Tiger Raquets

Board May Act
Soon On Stadium

P.
B.
Holtzendorff,
general
science senior, has been elected
captain of the 1941 tennis team,
it was announced this week by
Coach Hoke Sloan. R. L. Kay
was chosen manager.
During spring holidays the team
will make a trip to play Alabama,
L. S. XJ., Auburn, Tulane, Mississippi State, and U. of Miss
Lettermen returning to the team
this year are Holtzendorff, Rogers,
and Burnette. Sophomore
prospects include Kay, Goudelock, Milford and Graham. Hogan, Ramsay, Edwards, Wern and Cheatham
also show promise, according to
Coach Sloan.

Preliminary plans for construction of a new stadium and an airport for training student pilots at
Clemson College yesterday
were
disclosed by college officials.
The stadium plans are awaiting
approval of the board of trustees
which meets the last week in October.
Two sites on 27,000 governmentowned acres in Oconee and Pickens Counties, use of which were
recently turned over to the college, have been surveyed by civil {•
engineering students, and selection
of one of these and actual preparation of the field for the airport Is
expected momentarily.
When constructed, the stadium
will be capable of seating 15,000 .
persons and facilities will be available for placing an additional 5,000 for big events.
Dr. R. p. Poole, president, pointing to the need for such a stadium,
said that it will be located in a
natural bowl behind the field house
near the Greenville-Atlanta highway.
PLANS ARE DRAWN
No funds have yet been approved
and no work date set, he said, but
plans for financing the project with
possible WPA aid will be worked
out by the board of trustees.
Civil engineering students surveyed the land and Clemson engineers drew up plans for the
stands, which will probably be built
in concrete along the red clay
walls of the bowl. Little excavation
will be necessary.
It will be located near cadet barracks and within easy reach of ample parking space for any number
of cars.
The location is close to three
different outlets to Anderson and
two to Greenville, doing away with
the usual after-game congestion on
the Oconee, plckens and Anderson County highways.
Dr. Poole said completion of the
stadium would make it possible to bring "name football teams like
Tennessee, Kentucky and Tulane'' ,
to South Carolina, and he added it
could be used by farmers' organizations, singing conventions and
other large groups which meet annually at Clemson.
MAY BE USED IN '41
College officials -were not certain about the completion date,
but some expressed the hope that
it would be ready for use by the
1941 football season.
At present Clemson's flying students are receiving their practical
training at the Anderson airport,
18 miles from the campus.
"The Anderson people have been
very co-operative and have done
well by Clemson's flying cadets, but
we fid that the boys are wasting
too much time traveling back and
forth," one officials said.
Last year 60 Clemson students
were trained under the CAA plan.
During the summer an additional
40 took the course. At present 20
are taking the advanced training
and 40 are in the primary course.
Not only would it be best to have
the airport right at Clemson for
the convenience of present-day fly-ing cadets," said Dr. Poole, "but
looking to the future and certain
expansion of aviation, a port at
Clemson is a definite need."
He said the proposed field at
Clemson would not be used for
commercial flying or for anything
other than student training. It
tie in naturally with the military
training now being given Clemson
cadets he said.

College Surgeon
Praises Cadets
Dr. Lee W. Milford, college surgeon, In a letter to Dr. R. F.
Poole, president, this week lauded
the services of the cadets who assisted him with the freshman physical examinations during matriculation. The letter is printed below:
Dr. R. F. Poole, President,
Clemson, S. C.
Dear Dr. Poole:
Each year during physical
examination Of freshmen we
have to organize with students
as stenographers, assistants to
doctors and many other duties,
which they perform.
During the past fourteen
* years I have had ltlany successful days "with these organizations and I have never
had a better group of boys
carrying out these assignments, some of them difficult,
giving their full attention and
helping in every way possible
, for the entire three days, than
the boys whose names are given
below:
M. H. Alman, F. S. Barnes,
W. L. Brunson, C. M. Campbell, R. A. Coltrane, J. D.
Davenport, J. D. Dusenbury,
W. H. N. Ellis, J. A. Garner,
G. R. Genet, J: D. Gleen. W.
E. Hollman, Seig Holmes, P. B.
Holtzendorff, C. R. Howard, C.
E. Jackson, J. K. Kelly, C. B.
Lesesne, T. S. Klugh, W. H.
Lowe, K. R. McLeod, R. R.
McLeod, E. O. McMahan, , B.
G. McKnight, F. T. Mathias,
Lee Milford, J. M. Neil, G. J.
O'Brien, B. C. Parrish, M. H.
Ramsey, J. S. Rogers, S. S.
Rogers, F. A. Rutledge, J. L.
Simpson, J. D. Skardon, J. W.
Sullivan, J. O. Taylor, J. L.
Thompson, F. J. Thames, A.
R. Walden, C. R. Wright.
Yours very truly,
Lee W. Milford, M. D.
College Surgeon,

Daniel To Speak
Salvation Army
Banquet Monday

Dr. D. Wister Daniel, retired dean
of the school of general science, will
be the guest speaker at a dinner
sponsored by the Anderson Salvation Army on Monday night at 7:30
o'clock at the John C. Calhoun HoHave you entered the Football tel in Anderson. The affair will
Contest at Martin's this week? launch the annual Salvation Army
appeal.
(adv.)

He could have been
u
n
The Man Most likely to Succeed
but indifference, like using
a faulty pen, kept him
behind the 8-Ball
Harry had everything, except a sense of discrimination. Perhaps he leaned too heavily on his natural
gifts. Anyway he never added to them in college, but
laughed things off—like the times his old-fashioned
pen ran dry in classes and exams. Our bright alumnus
is out in the world today—a man who could have given
orders, he is taking them.
Sure, it seems far-fetched, but you'll be surprised
what a great big difference it makes in your grades to
carry a sure-fire pen like the Parker Sacless Yacumatic
It's this revolutionary streamlined Beauty that never
runs dry unless you let it. For its sacless Television
barrel holds nearly twice as much ink as our old type,
and it lets you SEE days ahead if it's running low.
It's the only Style that looks like circlets of shimmering velvet—ring upon ring pt luminous Pearl and
Jet. The One-Hand sacless filler with the "lubricated"
Point of extra fine-grained 14 K Gold, extra resilienttipped jji'h Osmiridium that writes "as smooth as oil."
It's the c-jjlege favorite by nearly S to 1—so it rates
one "in the Know" to carry the genuine.
Be sure to look for Parker's Blue Diamond
—it means Guaranteed for Life. Avoid all substitutes—then you'll have no regrets.
The Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Win.
GUARANTEED

fifu* Diamond

POWER

COMPANY

CHARLOTTE, N. C.

THACKER'S INC.
A Good Place To Eat
221 S. Tryon St.

Opposite Johnston Bldg.

FULL
TBLBVISION
1 Jln&Supfitu

xarker
► Ptn» markod with tht bluo Diamond or* guaranttod for tho
lifo of th» ownir against everything except Ion or Inttntional
damage, iub[ect only to a chargoof 35£forp6»tage, Insurance,
and handling, provided templet* pen ii returned for lervic*.

ImnlnofW Ptari
fail, JJ to 1)3.75
Writtfinm Pencils
fa match, 13.50 to $6

Charlotte, N. C.
TRY PARKER QUINK, THE MIRACLE INK THAT CLEANS A PEN AS IT WRITES, 150 AND 23*
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40 Begin Civil Aeronautics Authority's Flying Course This Week
Advanced Men
Also To Be
Trained Here

McFadden Rising
To Pro Glories
Snagging Passes

Dr. S. B. Earle, director of the
Civil Aeronautics program
at
Clemson, this week began registering and examining cadets to
begin courses in flight instruction.
Forty men have been signed for
the -primary course and the quota
of twenty will probably be filled
for the advanced course.
VThe ground courses will be
ught here at Clemson by Professors J. H. Sams and R. E.
Gee. Ttx actual flight instruction
will be given by regular instructors at the Anderson airport.
The Plying Cadets will commute
to Anderson in a station wagon
operated by the C. A. A.
Thirty-six men received licenses
here last spring and forty-eight
were licensed during the summer.
The first semester course will

s.

be completed before January 31.

Lane Addresses
Anderson Club

FRIEND HALL:—Spellbound as publisher Wilton
E. Hall of Anderson—long a friend,and promoter
of Clemson and her interests—addresses the
Tiger staff and college officials at a banquet in
the Calhoun hotel last Friday evening are left to

right, Professor John Lane, of the Clemson English Department, Dr. B. O. Williams, now head
of the University of Georgia Sociology Department, and President Emeritus Enoch Walter Sikes.

Professor John Lane last week
addressed' the Kiwanians at their
regular meeting at the Galhoun
hotel. Mr. Lane presented the
theory that modern education of
the past twenty years has failed
to prepare the youth of today to
meet the world emergency now
existing.
Don Wentzel, senior in the
He said that modern fiction has
school
of general science, has been
tended to destroy idealism and the
sense of responsibility instead of appointed head waiter of the mess
building character.
hall student waiters for the year,
Captain J. D. Harcombe, mess officer, announced recently.
Student assistants to Wentzel are R.
E. Holroyd, Everett Martin and W.
H. Wigington, seniors;
H. L.
Crouch and J. B. Watson, juniors,
Henry Grimball, freshman archi- and Billy Burley, sophomore.
Wentzel will be in charge of
tectural student, will soon
be
awarded a fifty dollar prize for more than a hundred student
winning the annual Beta Sigma waiters.
Chi
scholarship
examination.
Grimball has also been given
membership to the exclusive low
country organization.
The examination, held at the
MAESTRO: — Dean Hudson,
During the first week in SepHigh School of Charleston, last
who will bring his Florida
spring, covered algebra, geometry, tember, Mr. J. C. Holler, profesClubmen here for the Autumn
sor of education in the summer
history and English.
Ball series.
Grimball is the third cadet to school, and Dean W. H. Washingwin the award. Previous winners ton, head of the school of vocawere Evans LaRoche, textile en- tional education and dean of the
gineering junior, and Theodoros summer school, attended a teacher
Tsiropoulos, mechanical engineer- training conference at Rock Hill.
The conference was sponsored
ing sophomore.
by the South Carolina State Board
Have you entered the Football of Education, Winthrop College,
Contest at Martin'i this week? and the American Council of EduThe YMCA is again sponsoring
cation.
(adv.)
an orchestra, composed of freshman members of the Band, which
is used in the Sunday vesper services.
The orchestra is directed by RD. Ross, assistant director of the
Band, and is composed of the following: C. D. Boyce and W. Z.
Mims, trumpets; H. R. Kennedy,
horn F; H. R. Young, trombone;
J. L. Hill, bass; and Ross plays
baritone.

Wentzel To Head
Student Waiters

Henry Grimball
Wins Charleston
*\
*€lub Scholarship

Educators Attend
Rock Hill Meeting

Ross Directing
YMCA Orchestra

Wofford Blue Key
Entertained Here
Members of he Wofford Blue
Key chapter were guests of the
Clemson Blue Key and Central
Dance Association last week-end at
the Clemson-Wofford game, a banquet, and the Freshman Hop Saturday evening in the Field House.
Among those present were Emmett Walsh, president, Tony white,
Ralph Flinn, Pep Cohen, Harry
Wofford, John Shuler, and DeWitt
Guilds.

Nearly A Hundred
Post Office Boxes
Still Available
Mrs. Carrie R. Goodman, postmaster, announces that approximately a hundred postoffice boxes
are availaDle to those students who
want them. In allowing three
students per box, Mrs., Goodman
requests that, in order to avoid
confusion at the geijei
delivery
window, students rer.
ing boxes.

Goodman A
ued
Civil Service
Rating In Oct.j
Mrs. Carrie R. GoOcftnan, postmaster at, Clemson, will be reappointed on October 1, .and will be
given a civil service racing.
Previously, this positron was appointed by the congressman, but
the new ruling effective in October now places this position under
civil service.

STRIBLING
Professor B. H. Stribling, professor of vocational education, continued his graduate work at Ohio
State University this summer. He
took several courses in agricultural education.
.

ARCHITECTS
Professor R. L. Anderson of the
architecture department, announced that the sophomores have completed their first design problem,
a memorial-information center for
Clemson. No judgment has yet
Have you entered the Football been made of these designs, or of
Contest at Martin's this week? the junior and senior problem, a
Gate to An Arsenal.
(adv.)

WELCOME CLEMSON TO

NEW ASTOR CAFE
BEST STEAKS IN TOWN
Excellent Service and Popular Prices
133 S. Tryon St.
Charlotte, N. C.

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
Though it spreads across the entire nation, the Bell
Telephone System is simple in structure. You can
think of it as a tree.

BRANCHES
The 24 associated operating companies ... which provide telephone service in their respective territories.

GREENVILLE
South Carolina's Leading Store
For Men And Young Men
'Clemson Headquarters In Greenville'

The one and only, indefatigable
McFadden, playing
pro football
with the Brooklyn Dodgers, is getting press notices i"n the team's
home-town newspapers.
September 21, after Banks had starred
in the game against the Peterson
Panthers, Harold Parrott, sports
columnist in the Brooklyn Eagle,
devoted his entire column to telling the fans about Dick Cassiano's
little known pass receiver.
Columnist
Parrot
tells
how
Banks played football at Clemson
and how he, according to McFadden, became an all-American footballer. Said the, Great One, "A
couple of newspaper writers took
to likin' me, and that's how I came
to make All American, I guess . . ."
It seems that Banks agreed to
play with the Brooklyn Dodgers
because of the current war. Mac
wanted to coach, but "Clemson's a
MINARETS OFFICERS:—Elected to head the acpresident; W. E. Hallman, Aiken, vice-president;
military school, an' I'm all fixed
tivities of Minarets, honorary architects' fraterand Gilbert O'Brien, Columbia, secretary.
up to be a second lieutenant. So
nity, this year, are R. E. Holroyd, of Anderson,
I reckoned they'd call me soon and
cut into my coaching work, so why
not take this fancy dough while
the taking was good?" Continued
Banks, "Another thing, I'm just
nuts about playin* this game. Never thought I would be, but now I
really love it. I aim to make this
here a pretty good team, if I. can
The Jungaleers, Clemson's widelyMr. James J. Lever, Editor
mediately with R. O. Sams, care
help."
American Trust Company, Char- known dance band, have revampAs Mr. Parrott remarks, "He The Tiger,
lotte, N. C,
ed their organization by adding
Clemson College,
can!"
Yours for a great Clemson,
Clemson College, S. C.
four new members to fill four vaBuck Spearman,
Dear , Mr. Lever:
cancies. These were elected after
Chapter President.
try-outs in time to perform at the
A most gracious and cordial wel"Rat Hop" last week-end.
come awaits the coming of your Dear Tom,
Rat Bill Whisenant who promfine boys to our City on SaturWe wish to thank all college of- ises to be an up-and-coming clarday, this week. Charlotte has arranged to do everything possible ficials for their splendid coopera- inet and sax man, replaces Tebee
Corporals on the second floor
for the entertainment of the boys. tion in making the temporary bar- Hawkins, last year's director. Edof the first barracks are really
win Ellerbe, sophomore, replaces
We feel very close to Clemson racks one of the best and "up-to- last year's "Rat Culler," the ridin'
on the job, and if you don't
date" barracks on the campus.
College
for
many
reasons.
I
perthink so, just ask Colonel Ross,
In the future we expect the second trumpet. George Bonnette,
sonally .have known your presinumber one.
name to be changed from the our versatile band master, is pluckdents
and
many
of
your
fine
proThe big shot took a crack at
ing the bass in place of "Big Job"
fessors, including our own John "barn" to the "Biltmore".
a trash can in the hall one
Turner, who was the business manThanking
you
for
your
support.
Paul Lucas, Jr.
night this week, and made
ager last year.
Yours very truly,
Mr. Spearman, Mr. Sams, Mr.
enough noise to wake the whole
The band is now directed by
"The
Biltmore
Cadets".
McMillan, Mr. Haywood and all
company. Before
he
could
Louis Cox, first clarinet and sax;
the
others
that
are
old
Clemson.
duck into his room, Corp.
and managed by Bob Dukes, who
boys are doing their dead level
"Charlie" McCarthey had him
wields a "hot" drum stick. The' othbest
to
make
this
a
most
outstandby the arm giving him a lecer members are: Bill Leonhirth and
ing event.
Bolt Day, trumpets; C. L. Simmons
ture on how to behave after
Headquarters
for
your
boys
will
and G. O. Perkins, trombones; J.
long roll,
be
the
Hotel
Charlotte
and
I
hope
Dr.
Robert
Franklin
Poole,
Roberts Austell and Irv Cannon,
big one. "I just didn't think!"
to
have
the
honor
and
pleasure
of
president,
was
last
week
elected
sax and clarinet.
McCarthy took his name.
meeting them personally. Meanan honorary member of Tiger
The initiation, which lasts a
While, if there is anything I can
Brotherhood, local leadership
week, will probably begin next week.
and service fraternity according
do at Charlotte let me know.
to an announcement by Bill
Cordially yours,
Britain reports three former
C. O. Kuester,
Awtrey, Brotherhood president.
team captains at Eton College have
Executive Vice-President.
been killed in the armed services.
Columbia
University
recently
Have you entered the Football
Contest at Martin's this week? awarded 40 scholarships with a toW. E. Hallman, editor of the 1940 Dear Tom:
tal value of $11,125.
Taps, announces the following men Since your column is one in which (adv.)
who have qualified for the Junior students or outsiders may use as a
staff: J. C. Hubbard, R. A. Hughes, medium through which one may
J. M. Harvey, J. P. Hodges, J. H. praise or criticize actions of the
Stevenson, J. F. Van Valkenburg,
corps, I would like to take this opR. P. Sullivan, M. H. Alman, and
portunity to suggest that the stuT. E. Garrison.
dent body, especially upperclassAlso, J. H. Dixon, D. C. Rogers,
men, brush up on their knowledge
J. Q. Lever, S. J. Milton, N. Garfinkle, K. B. Jennings, Jim Hemp- of military courtesy.
At a recent football game, the
hill, W. A. Barnette, W. N. Foe,
W. C. Kinder, D. L. Grantham playing of the national anthem apparently baffled most of the cadets
and R. S. Woodhurst.
as to just what to do with their
hands, caps, etc. Part of the cadets
stood with hats in hand, some with
caps over breasts, and some saluted
with caps in hand. There were few
who acted correctly, facing the muThe Minarets, local architectural sic and saluting.
society, inducted seven members
Many of the cadets were freshincluding five seniors and two ju- men who, not having studied or
niors, R. E. Holroyd, president, this been associted with military cusweek announced. The initiates are toms and courtesies, are not expectT. H. Black, L. A. Groce, J. C. ed to immediately know just what
Higgins, T. L. Kivett, C. L. Pot- to do, but any upperclassman should
ter, J. T. Powers, and R. C. Wood- know what to do when the national
hurst. Informal initiation will end
is played.
next Thursday. The officers of the anthem
Hoping to see a better appearMinarets are R. E. Holroyd, president, W. E. Hallman, vice pres., ance next time,
Sincerely yours,
and G. J. O'Brien, secretary. The
B. L.
club is looking forward to a full
year, with intermission parties,
Pop Lee's banquet, and other ac- Dear Tiger:
tivities, Holroyd said.
The Charlotte Chapter of Clemson Alumni Association, as usual,
will have its annual stag banquet.

Jungaleers Add
Four More Men i

Tom Clemson Writes-

Corporal Charley
Puts Ross In Know
About Army Laws

Tiger Brotherhood
Inducts Dr. Poole

Hallman Names
Junior Staff
For '41 Taps

25

CO.

Architectural Club
Inducts Seven Men

Wearn, Cline Go
To National Tail
Beta Pi Meeting

Wilson Wearn, president, and Bill
Cline, corresponding nsecretary, .today left Clemson for Lexington,
Kentucky, where they will represent the local chapter of Tau Beta
Pi at a national convention of the
Fraternity.
The meeting, Wearn said, will be
attended by representatives from
Tau Beta Pi chapters in every state
in the union. The Clemosn representatives will return to the college early next week.
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IN COIN

TIME: Friday Night, October 4th,
7:00 P. M.
PLACE: Thacker's Restaurant.
COST: $1.00 per plate.
Principal feature of the program
will be' a humorous talk by Dr. D.
W. Daniels; an excellent menu has
been arranged and all we need for
it to be a success is for* you to come
and be with the old schoolmates.
We have a great coach, a great
team and the greatest CLEMSON
ever. So let's all get together in
Charlotte before we tackle State.
Make banquet reservations im-

WELCOME CADETS
Flowers for the game or the dance

For More Fun Out of Life I
Chew Delicious
,
DOUBLEMMT GUM Dal! j

Clemson Colors at

TRUNK
The American Telephone and Telegraph Company...
which coordinates system activities, advises on telephone operation and searches for improved methods.

ROOTS
Bell Telephone Laboratories... whose functions are
scientific research and development; Western Electric
...manufacturer and distributor for the system; Long
Lines Department of A.T.&T.... which interconnects
the operating companies and handles Long Distance
and overseas telephone service.

With common policies and ideals, these Bell System
companies work as one to give you the finest, friendliest telephone.service... at lowest cost.

We have a complete line of Tires, Batteries, and Auto
Accessories

WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE
Thomas D. Arnold, Mgr.

Seneca, S. C.

Clemson's 2,303 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure ...

WHY?
BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

The Clemson College Laundry

TODD'S FLOWERS, INC.
28 S. Tryon St.

'Next Door to YMCA
Charlotte, N. C.

CLEMSON MEN ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME AT

I

Tne velvety smo° **- jewing- Delicious,
adds to the natuI,ltrhelpsmakeyouxmouth
I cooling,real^^^eveiythingyoudo.
{eelxeireshed.. • ^sfun
sive treat
Chewing this healtWul, x . ^ ^ dige8.

1 Kelps sweeten your

DI

attiactive.

Treat yourself daxiy

BuysevetalpackajesotDOllBLiw'

PETE'S LUNCH ROOM NO. 1
14 Pendleton Street

Greenville, S. C.

•
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Earle Named Vice-President American Society Mechanical Engineers
Popular Dean
Has Variety
Of Experience
Dr. Samuel B. EaErle, research
engineer and dean of the school
Kf engineering here, was elected a
vice president of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers this
week in an election by letter ballot.
Dean Earle has been associated
with Clemson since he was graduated from Cornell in 1902. He
was assistant professor of mechanical engineering for one year, associate professor from 1903 to 1910,
dean of the engineering department and professor of mechanical
engineering from 1910 to date, and
director of the school's engineering
experiment station since 1924. Other duties included supervision of
the light and power plant of the
College, two pumping stations, and
the sewage system. During Dr.
Riggs' absence in France in 1919,
Dean Earle was acting president of
the College and again filled that
office from the death of Dr. Riggs
in January, 1924, until July, 192o,
when Dr. Sikes, took office. From
1918 to 1920. he was a member of
the Public Service Commission of
South Carolina and has been consulting engineer for the Apple Valley Orchard and Nursery Company.
This year, Dean Earle joins the
ranks of the Old Guard, having
been a member of the junior in
1905, then as an associate in 1908,
member in 1914, and Fellow since
1939. He was a member of the
executive conimittee of the Greenville section 1925-1926 and 19351936. In 1935 and in 1936, he was
a delegate from Group IV to the
Local Sections Conferences. He
was elected manager of the Society
for a three-year term in 1937.
In addition to his A.S.M.E. activities, Dean Earle is a member of
the Society for the Promotion of
Engineering Education, serving as
council member from 1927 to 1930,
vice-president, 1935-1936, and president, 1937-1938; a member of the
South Carolina Society of Engineers, serving as director in 1929
and 1930, and as president in 1933;
a member of the jnercian Engineering Council's Committee on
Unemployment; and, from 1932 to
1933, as chairman of the engineering section of the Association of
Land Grant Colleges and Universities. He is a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and of the South
Carolina Academy of Science, and
a member of Tau Beta Pi and Phi
Kappa Phi, and the Rotary Club
of Anderson, S. C, serving as president, 1933-1934. Furman University conferred upon him the degrees of A3., A.M., and LL.D., in
1898, 1899, and 1932, respectively,
and Cornell University gave him
the degree of Mechanical Engineer
in 1902.

Clemson's Crack Senior Platoon
To Parade Down Charlotte Street
Clemson's Crack Senior Platoon,
paced by Commander J. L. Gregory, will hold a featured spot in
the forthcoming celebrations of the
Clemson-North
Carolina
State
game in Charlotte Saturday.
W. W. "Buck" Spearman, president of
the Charlotte Clemson
alumni association, was at Clemson last weeklend and worked out
final arrangements for the platoon's activities with Colonel Gregory, it was announced.
The platoon will fall in at noon
Saturday in the downtown parade
sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce, Gregory said. The cadet
corps will not parade as has been
the usual practice.
"Because the Senior Platoon is
the best advertisement Clemson
can promote," Mr. Spearman said,
"the entire program between the
halves of the game will be devoted
to the platoon's activities."
Members of the drill unit will
travel by automobile to Charlotte,
Gregory said.
Besides Gregory the platoon Is

ROCK AND THE RAT:—As the crowd gathers,
Margaret "Rock" Ilentz arid Rat "Red" Ashley,
of Anderson jump while the Jungaleers play. Iden-

tified among the kibitzers are Jack Richards and
Henry Merritt.

Charlotte Alumni
Extend Invitation
To Corps Sunday
Mr. Buck Spearman, president
of the Charlotte Alumni chapter,
at the corps' dining meeting Sunday extended and invitation to the
entire cadet corps to visit Charlotte this weekend and to partake
of that city's gracious hospitality.
Accompanying him were Mr. Jim
McMillan, who. brought greetings
from Charlotte's Mayor Douglas,
and Mr. Bob Fortenberry. Both of
these men are Clemson alumni.
They remained for a conference
with Clemson officials and student leaders Sunday afternoon regarding the final arrangements for
I the game and festivities.
Those present included Coach
Frank Howard, Mr. Jake Woodward,
alumni secretary; Joe Sherman,
college publicity director, j. L.
Gregory, commander of the ClemI son Senior Platoon, K. G. Lytton,
president of the Charlotte-Clemson
club, and Jimmie Lever, Mitchell
Simmons, and Bobby Hempstead of
The Tiger.
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composed of the following men:
J. O. Taylor, alternate leader; G.
C. Henry, business manager; J. W.
Sullivan, front guide; L. B. Smith,
rear guide; W. E. Awtry, H. Bradford, R. H. Brown, R. S. Casale, A.
H. Driver, H. N. Dent, J. A. DesPortes, W. F. Early, E. A. Freeman, L. A. Groce, C. C. Graves,
F. S. Holmes, E. B. Holley, S. D.
Harper, R. L. Hempstead, W. E.
Hallman, H. D. Jones, W. H. Lowe,
P. W. McAllister, J. S. Mace, E. O.
McMahan, R. E. Holroyd, W. R.
O'Shields, S. E. Owen, R. B. Redfern, A. P. Rhodes, H. H. Robinson,
W. I. Richbourge, F. E. Rogers, M.
H. Ramsey, D. J. Ross, J. J. Sims,
J. D. Sterghos, H. V. Simpson, R.
P. Timmerman, F. M. Kearse, W.
M. Wigington, T. B. Rutledge, and
J. L. Simpson.
The platoon's alternate squad
consists of M. F. Flickin, J. H.
Osborne, P. F. Smith, D. B. Wentzel, J. C. Newell, J. A. Shirley, H.
P. ,Fulmer, F. L. Holley, and H. B.
Foster.

Wilburn Selected
Carnegie Sponsor
Professor William B. S. Wilburn, who is replacing Professor
John P. Lucas in the English department, has accepted the position of faculty advisor to
the
Carnegie Music Society. Professor
Wilburn is a native of Mississippi
and a Mozart fan.
Professor Wilburn attended the
first meeting of the Carnegie Society last Wednesday when
he
was formally introduced to the
members.
Judson Chapin, president of the
music society, presided over the
meeting. New members were taken
in, and Chapin expressed the desire to have as many interested
students as. possible become members.
,New rules, plans for joint concerts with various other schools
and the Sunday night open air
concerts were discussed.

You get this

The College
Cafe
Now Open All Night

One Of Upper
South Carolina's
Finest Restaurants
announces that its award for
the outstanding cadet of the
week goes to Lt. Colonel J. L.
Gregory, of Xockhart, for the
excellent performance of his
Senior Platoon at the Wofford
game Saturday.

SAM B. EARLE
Samuel B. Earle, research engineer and dean of Clemson
Agricultural
and Mechanical
College, Clemson, S. C, was
elected a vice president of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers in an election
conducted by letter ballot.

Poole, Jones To
Get Advanced
Flying Licenses
Claude Poole, flight commander
of the Clemson
Flying Cadets'
club, and H. E. Jones, mechanical
engineering senior, of Pickens, recently completed training at the
Greenville airport for private advanced flying licenses.
Poole and Jones expect to receive their advanced ratings as
soon as the C.A.A. flight inspector can come to Greenville to give
the flight tests..
In addition to Poole and Jones,
Francis Embree, a sophomore at
Clemson last year, and R. E. Agnew, graduate of the class of 1940,
also completed the advanced course
at the Greenville airport.
Have you entered the Football
Contest at Martin's this week?
(adv.)

J. L. GREGORY
We think Colonel Gregory
deserves an 85c steak and a
clipping of this ad will pay for
it.
Watch this space each week
for the student of the week—
the winner of an 85 cent steak.
The College Cafe is
Deing
completely renovated, and its
service, food, and hospitality is
unexcelled

The College Cafe
Clemson's Finest
Restaurant
OPEN ALL NIGHT

RCA VICTOR

Publisher Hall
Entertains For
Clemson Friends
Members of the Tiger Executive
and junior staffs and college officials were guests of Publisher Wilton E. Hall of Anderson, at a banquet in the Calhoun Hotel last
Friday evening.
Mr. Hall welcomed the group to
Anderson and introduced Dr. John
D. Lane, head of the Clemson
Board of Publications ,who served
as taastmaster. Dr. Lane then presented the various guests who each
spoke briefly, praising The Tiger
for its service to Clemson and
suggesting ways of improving its
effectiveness. Among those presented were Dr. Robert Franklin
Poole, president, Dr. Enoch Walter
Sikes, president emeritus, Mr. J.
C. Littlejohn, business manager,
Colonel Herbert M. Pool, commandant, Mr. Gus E. Metz, registrar,
Dr. B. O. Williams, head of the
University of Georgia Sociology department, Mr. Paul Brown, manager of Radio Station WAIM, Mr.
J. D.McCoy, production manager of
the Anderson Daily papers, Mr.
Paul Murphy, Anderson Daily Mail
shop foreman, Mr. Hamilton Hill,
assistant to the business manager,
and Duane Risenkrans, former
Tiger staff member now at the
University of Georgia.
Also Jimmie
Lever,
Mitchell
Simmons,
Neil Elphick,
Bobby
Hempstead, Hoyt Langford, J. S.
Mace, Sam Davis, Gus Wham, Ellie Wilson, Buddy Lesesne, George
Goblet, Walt McDonald,
Harris
Hollis, L. T. Jones, Charles Wright,
and George Thompson of The Tiger.
SIGMA PHI TAPS
Sigma Phi, local social fraternity, recently took in Seniors Hayward Simpson, Jimmy Castles,
John Christopher, and Bob Dukes,
and Juniors Julian Dusenbury, Cal
Clawson, and Hugh Jameson.

s.
MAY I BREAK:—A successful Rat Hop in full
swing where jitterbugging was the order of the
night and where Miss Irving Rion created a
sensation from the expressions of the surrounding

Ward Talks To
Seneca Parents
On Democracy

Have you entered the Football
Have you entered the Football
Contest at Martin's this week? Contest at Martin's this week?
(adv.)
(adv.)

Welcome

vDr. James E. Ward, head of the
economics department, last week
spoke to the Seneca Parent-Teachers' Association on "Democracy in
the Home."
Speaking at the Seneca High
school, Dr. Ward listed six points
on how to have a democratic home
life.
They included:
Talk to children about order in
the home.
Define spheres of authority.
Never impose authority except as
a last resort.
Make penalties educational.
Develop a sense of values.
Control your emotions.
Dr. Ward concluded "by following this simple program it is possible to have a sensible setting
without stifling free personality."
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Make your visit in Charlotte
More Pleasant
By Stoping At The

NEW YORK CAFE
For Unexcelled Meals

CLEMSON

##

1941 Radio for
LESS $ 1 £.95
THAN
*V
**>*^s&w>'\!!£
SHWK* U.'

TO CHARLOTTE AND TO EFIRD'S
We invite you to come in to our storerelax in our lounge, write a letter if
you desire—then have lunch with us,
you'll enjoy it; the dining room with
capacity to seat 400 persons, is on the
fifth floor. A plate lunch is served in
our tea room in the downstairs store.
Rest rooms are on the street floor—and
on the fifth floor.
The menu we submit, will give you
an idea of the treat that is in store for
you.

Planning Group
Named By Ross
Edgar Ross, president of Blue
Key, this week appointed a committee to make arrangements for
Homecoming
Day, October
12.
Pinkey Eve chairman, Bob Stoddard and Howard Zerbst were
named.

male group. Shown left to right are a rat,
Johnny London, Miss Rion with Frank Horton,
Frank Hinnant, and Billy Livingston.

j

MENU
Dining Room
Fifth Floor

11:30 to 2:30

35£

Fried Chicken
Swiss Steak
Pork Sausage, Sauer Kraut
Steamed Rice
English Peas
Fresh Vegetable Salad
Pecan Pie
Hot Rolls
Corn Muffins
Coffee
Tea
or
Milk *

ALWAYS
SCORES

18 FEATURES

Model 15 X
1. Big, Continental Style Plastic
Cabinet
2. Six RCA Preferred Type
Tubes
3. RF Stage—for better
sensitivity
4. Big Edge-Lighted Glass
Dial
5. New Style Bull's-Eye Pointer
6. Music-Speech Tone Control
7. Plug-in for Record Player
Attachment
8. RCA Victor Roto-Baso
9. Powerful 5-inch Permanent
Magnet Speaker
For finer radio performance 'ffSj

10. Improved Superheterodyne
Circuit
11. Popular 1712 Kc. Police
Band
12. Extra-Large Magic Loop
Antenna
13. Big Knobs for Easy Tuning
14. Automatic Volume Control
15. Special ^-Stability I-F
Transformers
16. Connection for Exterior
Antenna
17. Rubber-Mounted Tuning
Condenser
18. 16 to 1 Vernier Tuning

at

CLEMSON

RCA neur RadU Tuba

"Air Conditioned"

FOR EXPERT DRY CLEANING AND
GO TO

L C. Martin Drug Co

Charlotte, N. C.

127 W. Trade St,

SHOE

REPAIRING

BODIFORD'S DRY CLEANERS
MODERN EQUIPMENT

The Friendly Store In A Friendly City

P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner
The Official College Book and Supply Store
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State Sports Editor Says Wolfpack Ready For Game
MM
By J. S. MACE
Clemson's second victory of the current football season
made clear several important points about the team in relation to its success this year. The game showed as remarkable a combination of brilliance and raggedness as we've
seen in our four years of Clemson athletics. Of the ragged
points the most glaring weakness is in the pass defense.
Several times Wofford men were in the clear with a perfect
v
pass settling into their arms only to drop or muff the ball.
.Remember that long pass Taggart tossed to Yongue who
had managed to slip behind the Tiger safety man. The pass
was perfect and only a miracle caused the receiver to muff
the ball, and if he had caught it, Wofford would have scored,
because he was in the clear, ten yards away from the safety.
PUNTERS GALORE
The game made one thing clear. The Tigers have two
punters in Maness and Tinsley that can equal anything the
great McFadden showed last year. Tinsley especially got
off long booming punts that amazed the crowd as well as
the Terrier safety man. Maness booted one quick kick
that would have made Banks himself turn green with envy.
Chippy's boot was good for 67 yards, from the Clemson 31
to the Wofford 2. The kick caught the Wofford safety man
flatfooted and sailed over his head and almost over the
goal line. It probably would have gone over, too, except
for the wonderful speed that Tiger end Joe Blalock showed
in running down the field to down the ball. Blalock's speed
is like the unlimited power of a waterfall, it never reaches
its limit. One time Joe will dash into the enemy backfield
to do a little downfield blocking, and the spectators will be
amazed at the speed he shows. Then a few plays later he'll
run down to receive a pass and will show even more speed.
In fact, we wonder if he's reached his absolute limit even
yet.
MORE BOUQUETS
While we're in the mood to toss bouquets instead of
over-ripe hen fruit, here's one to Calloway Stanford, former
bohunk under Neely's regime, but first string spinback on
"^V this year's eleven. Stanford is a senior, scholastically, but
>jjp until this year he has never played enough to win his
letter. Year before last the Tiger fullback was Monk Willis
—you remember Monk with the Atlas build and tree-trunk
legs.
The following year the team had two first-class
plunging backs, Charlie Timmons and Bru Trexler. All this
time Stanford was bohunking on the xth team. Now this
year he seems to be getting along much better and has replaced that Cotton bowl star, Charlie Timmons, in the first
team line-up. Not that Timmons has declined since his
stellar performance in Dallas, but it's just that Stanford is
doing so much better than he did last year. Last week in
the P. C. game Stanford stood out in the spinback spot for
the Tigers and scored one of their touchdowns.
In the
game against Wofford just last Saturday, Calloway,'improved even over his P. C. performance, made the plungingback position look simple as he knocked hole after hole in
the Terrier line.
Stanford made three touchdowns for
Clemson, but one of them was called back because the half
had ended just before the play started. Stanford was good
on blocking too. It's just impossible to relegate a player
like that to the second or third strings.
The whole team looked good Saturday, in spite of occasional raggedness and lack of a suitable pass defense. Frank
Deitz looked mighty good at guard. Blalock and Webb were
standouts at end. Fritts made tackle impregnable, Craig
cleared the way ,for most of the touchdowns in the blocking
15ack position, Floyd looked very good in the halfback spot,
k
and Maness still looks as good as McFadden did this time
last year. Bob Sharpe, the old standby at center, never is
conspicuous on the field, but his steady blocking, centering,
and vicious tackling make him invaluable.
On the whole, the team looks good enough to take N.
C. State in stride next week, if Coach Howard can rig up a
pass defense, and we think he can.
A QUESTION
Several people have voiced the question, "Why hasn't
Clemson as good a schedule this year as they had last
year?" Well, there are several reasons, all of them good,
but, in our opinion here's the best reason we know of.
WHY NOT BETTER SCHEDULES?
Clemson is just emerging from the woods in football,
as in other ways, and hasn't yet proven itself as a national
drawing card. People not in the South haven't yet learned
that Clemson is a good school with fine football teams.
Coaches of other schools, however, always keen in recognizing football talent, realize that the Tigers are always
dangerous foes, and are apt to score at any moment.
Now a well-known school like Alabama or Tennessee
is entirely unwilling to be beaten by a so-called small, unknown team. It doesn't matter so much if they are beaten
by a well-known threat such as L. S. U., because football
fans in general think of L. S. U. as always having a strong
. team, whether they actually do or not, and a defeat by a
large team is not nearly so sour as one by a small team.
For instance, Clemson cadets wouldn't particularly mind
their team being beaten by Tulane, that's not so bad, they
have a strong team, but toSbe whipped by P. C, or Wofford
is definitely bad.
Football coaches of the large schools realize all this and
they're afraid of Clemson. A few years ago they were putting us on their schedule as breathers, now they're not so
sure, and they're saying, "Hands off. We'll wait till they
are better known before we take a chance on them." And
who can blame them? That's good business as far as they
are concerned. A coach who loses a game or two at the
hands of a small school is apt to find himself looking for a
job before the next season's gridiron candidates come out
for practice.
That's just one reason the Tigers are having trouble
scheduling the larger teams, and until we do secure a niche
for ourselves in the national spotlight, we're apt to keep on
having trouble.

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST
AT

SULLIVAIVT
HARDWARE CO.

1 1

Anderson, South Carolina

HERE THEY ARE:—These are the members of that fighting Tiger
team that has won its two early season games by scores of 38-0
and 26-0. Reading in the usual manner they are: First row,
S. K. Yarid, guard; Red Sandifer, end; George Cogswell, FB; Clayton Cargill, TB; Dan Coleman, BB; Roy Fearce, BB; Chippy Maness, TB; Aubrey Rion, TB; Frank Dietz, guard; Sid Tinsley, TB;
Joe Richardson, guard; Charlie Wright, guard; second row, Jackie
Payne, TB; Dave Richardson, FB; Leonard Jordan, guard: Russ
Abee, WB; Hoss Edwards, end; Charlie Timmons, FB; George
Floyd, WB; Ray Hamer, tackle; Harry Cohen, end; Pop Locklair,

end; Wade Padgett, guard; Claude Rothel, FB; third row, Johnny
Sweatte, FB; Marion Craig, BB; Footsie Woods, tackle; Hugh
Webb, end; Norwood McElveen, BB; Johnny Kaiser, end; George
Fritts, tackle; Booty Payne, WB; Carroll Hambright, tackle; Chuck
Reynolds, guard; Calloway Stanford, FB; fourth row, Charles Tisdale, guard; Capt. Red Sharpe, center; Harold Pierce, end; Joe Blalock, end; Tom Wright, tackle; Bill Chlpley, end; Harold Pasley,
end; Alt. capt. Bill Hall, tackle; Hugh Jameson, center; Jim Cagle,
tackle; Boo Lachicott, end; Jim Blessing, end; Ace Parker, TB.

Tough Tigers Down
Terrier Team 26-0
Showing lots of raggedness mixed
in with occasional brilliance, Clemson's Tigers rolled over Wofford to
the tune of 26-0. The Tigers' attack was mainly through the line
where Charlie Timmons and Calloway Stanford, alternated
with
cracking the forward wall. Chippy
Maness and Sid
Tinsley
also starred for the Tigers
m
passing, kicking, and open field
running, while George Floyd was
speedy on the end runs.
The first touchdown was tallied
after approximately two minutes of
playing, with Floyd running
the
end for the score. After a short
space of running, the Tigers took
the ball again, and Chippy Maness
got off the prettiest kick
of
the
game
quick-kicking over
the safety man's head. Joe Blalock
raced down the field to down the
ball on the Terrior 2 yard marker.
That was the end of the fireworks
for the first quarter.
As trie second''"period opened,
Stanford, Tinsley and Payne alternated at carrying' the mail,
and
the drive was completed as Stanford crashed over the goal line

from the one-foot line. Stanford also cracked the line for the third
score, after a long drive from near
midfield. With the end of the half
quickly approaching, Stanford intercepted a Wofford pass after the
kickoff and raced for a touchdown, but the play was called back
and the half ended with the score
at 20-0.
During the third quarter, the
Clemson machine was stopped for
no score as the Terrier team started throwing passes with Taggart
pitching and Yongue and Hilton
catching.
It was during the last quarter
that the last score was made. Tinsley chalked up the finljfc&x point3
on a overtackle piay. The ball had
been set up by Tinsley,- 'Floyd and
Stanford who alternatjaBSit lugging the pigskin. The itjime ended
shortly thereafter witn^Hr serious
threat from either sida
The game showed trl^^Bjnbnger
will Clemson have two iwst teams
to substitute as they w'efS'"able to
last year. It will be the first team
with able substitutes,>^Hfcjo two
groups playing as sepSBat units
will be used.

Rat Swim Meets
Announced For
Coming Week

Freddie Kirdiner
Outlines Program

WB

Wolfpack Hit
By Graduation
By BOB FRIDAY
NC State Technician
Sports Editor
A handful of returning lettermen, a sprinkling of capable reserves, and a bunch of inexperienced sophomores—that is the 1940
edition of the State College Wolfpack that Coach Williams "Doc"
Newton has to work with.
Graduation and the call to the
colors for the National Guard
played havoc with the State eleven
this year. Gone from the roster are
Ty Coon, State's candidate for AilAmerican honors last year, Mickey
Sullivan and Mickey Thompson,
two outstanding ends, little Artie
Rooney, backfield luminary, and
Co-Captains Bill Retter and Andy
P.avlovsky. The action of the president in calling the National Guard
to active training service robbed
the Wolfpack of Al Phillips, outstanding end, and Julian White, a
reserve tackle.
At the ends State will have Frank
Owens, a letterman from Charlotte,
N. C. A rangy six foot-three lad,
Owens stands out on defensive
work and he really did himself
proud against William and Mary in
the season's opener. At the other
flank will be Marion (Bolo) Stilwell, a' reserve up from B squad.
Curtis (Crump)
Ramsay, 215
pound tackle from West Virginia,
will be in there beside Owens on
the right side of the line. Crump
is the biggest man in the State forward wall and he is a great competitor.
Woodrow Jones, junior
letterman from Roxboro, N. C, will
be in there at left tackle. Both of
these boys are big and fast and
really bolster that State line.
A the guard potss will be Ralph
Burt and Dink Caton or John
Barr. Burt Is a big boy who has
played a lot of good ball in his
two years on the varsity. Barr suffered an injury earlier in the season and he has been out of the
tough work for the last two weeks.
Dink Caton, up from last year's
freshman squad, filled in at this
post in the William and
Mary
game.
Co-Captain Howell Stroup leads
the Tech forward wall at the center position. Stroup is a rangy
"country boy" from Cherryville, N.
C, and he leads the spirit behind
the Wolfpack fight.
State's backfield is very light
this year, averaging around
170
pounds. The loss of three lettermen necessitated considerable shifting around to give the Techs a fair
crew of backs. Co-Captain Pat
Fehley has been moved from tailback to fullback and Dick Watts
has been shifted to Fehley's tailback spot. Both of these boys are
lettermen. Bob Cathey takes care
of the blocking and jolting Jack
Huckabee is at the .other halfback
post to round out the backfield.
That is the Wolfpack for 1940.
There are no outstanding stars in
the line-up, and all positions are

MARION CRAIG—CLEMSON

BLOCKING SOPH.: — Marion
'Hawk' Craig, Greenville Flash,
who is paving the way. for the
running
feats
of
Maness,
Tinsley, Floyd, and Company
with his vicious blocking.

A&ROfficers
Announced Here
Freddy Kirchner, director of intramural sports for the YMCA,
last week announced the appointments of athletic and recreational
officers to conduct programs outlined for all cadets.
The men, listed with their respective companies, are:
A-l—Jackson, E. C.
B-l—Jenkins, M. I.
C-l—Berry, R. J.
E-l—Holtzendorff, P. B.
F-l—Floyd, G. W.
G-l—Dobson, C. B.
1-1—Cantrell, M. C.
K-l—Dunn, A. B.
L-l—Kelly, J. C.
Band—Coakley, G. E. and Coakley, F. H.
A-2—McKnight, B. C.
B-2—Johnston, R. C.
C-2—Hamilton, H. C.
D-2—Kerehmar, A.
E-2—Wham, G. S.
F-2—Ramsay, M. H.
G-2—Simpson. J. L.
H-2—Martin, E. F.
1-2—Buchanan, H. L.
K-2—Horton, J. I.
L-2—Littlejohn, A. C. .
M-2—Cameron, A. N.
subject to change without notice.
However, they are a fighting bunch
of "country boys" who will give anybody an interesting afternoon out
there on the gridiron.

S & W

Freddie
Kirchner,
intramural
athletic director, today announces
CAPTAIN:—Red Sharpe, steady, consistent AbbevlUe center, who
on January 1, distinguished himself by earning a position on the
The annual Intramural fresh- the following ' 'fall athletic
proman swimming meets will be held gram;
All-Bowl team, is playing his usual jam-up game for the Clemson
next week.
team.
Tug-of-war between companies.
The meet will be under the diTennis Tournaments.
rection of Freddie Kirchner and
Freshmen Swimming Meets.
his staff and members of the varSwimming Instructions for Nonsity swimming team will be the
judges of the events. All fresh- Swimmers.
Archery Contests.
men are eligible to compete and
any students interested are urged
Hikes for Freshmen on SaturFreddie Kirchner announced toto take advantage of the pool fa- days and Sundays.
day that the intramural sports
cilities and get in shape as soon
Volleyball League and Tournaprogram would be in full swing
ments.
as possible.
by the last of next week. All inGolf Tournaments.
Events held will be 40 yard free
The Clemson Cubs pounced on tramural officers have been constyle, 40 yard back stroke,
40
Horseshoe Tournament.
the Blue Hose young'uns from tacted and plans and schedules for
yard breast stroke, 60 yard medley
Relay Running for Freshmen.
Presbyterian College last Friday
relay, 80 yard free style and diving.
Campfire, Stunts and Picnic in their initial game of the season the program have been arranged.
With the initiation of cadet offiSix dives are necessary for entry Program for Freshmen.
and won it by a score of 25-0.
in the diving contest. The front
Butch Butler, 180 pound back cers to supervise the turnouts for
dive, back dive, back jack-knife
Have you entered the Football from Greenville, stole
the show the contests, Freddie is looking
are required leaving three option- Contest at Martin's this week? with his flashy runs and intricate forward to the best intramural
(adv.)
pass interceptions. Butler played an athletic program yet had at Clemal.
son. '"The entire staff of intramural officers are cooperating to
the fullest extent," said Kirchner,
"and we are expecting to have
more interest and enthusiasm taken
in the program than ever before."
Next week volleyball games will
WT.
HT.
YEAR
POS.
AGE
NAME
HOME TOWN
be held each afternoon and night
21
Sr.
c
190
6-1
Bob Sharpe (Capt.)
Abbeville, S. C.
between the
various companies.
c
20
Jr.
205
6-2
Hugh Jameson
Easley, S. C
After
a
month
of practice schec
Soph.
175
19
5-10
Charlie Wright
Columbia, S. C
dules for a brigade tournament
Soph.
c
175
18
6-1
Bill Shirley
Bainbridge, Ga
will be drawn and the winner will
G
22
Sr.
195
6-2
Charles Tisdale
Bryson City, N. C
be declared the champion of the
Sr.
G
190
22
5-7
Frank Deitz
Hickory, N. C
corps. Plans also are being arJr.
G
21
190
5-10
'Wade Padgett
Columbia, S. C
ranged for freshman
swimming
Sr.
G
21
210
5-10
Ray Hamer
Clio, S. C
meets to be held in the near fuSr.
G
22
5-11
170
Joe Richardson
Georgetown, S. C
ture, along with tug-of-war beSoph.
21
G
195
6-0
Chuck Reynolds
Statesville, N. C
tween different company teams.
Sr.
6-3
210
23
Bill Hall (Alt. Capt.)
Charleston, S. C
T
The intramural recreational proJr.
20
6-1
190
George Fritts
Lenoir City, Tenn
T
gram includes such feature events
21
6-1
Sr.
200
Ed McLendon
....Columbia, S. C. ...:
T
as hikes,
basketball, swimming,
Jr.
21
6-1
200
Carroll Hambright
Greenville, S. C
>
T
softball, touch football, socials,
Soph.
6-1
200
21
John Cagle
Andrews, S. C.
T
volleyball and horseshoes.
Soph.
20
6-1
185
Marion Wood
Greenville, S. C
T
All cadets are urged by Freddie
21
6-2
Jr.
205
Tom Wright
Ward, S. C...:
T
Jr.
21
6-2
to take an active part in intra180
Joe Blalock
Charleston, S. C
E
Sr.
22
6-1
183
murals and help put the program
Jim Blessing
Kingsport, Tenn
E
21
6-3
Sr.
195
Jim Pasley
Alexander City, Ala
E
over with a bang.
Sr.
6-1
20
173
Hugh Webb
Salluda, S. C
E
Jr.
22
195
6-1
Ernest Edwards
Columbia, S. C
E
essential pan in trie baby Tiger's
Soph.
20
175
6-2
Bill Chipley
Lynchburg, Va
E
victory, scoring three of the BenSoph:
21
5-11
190
Ed Locklair
Great Falls, S. C.
E
gals' four touchdowns.
21
Soph.
180
6-0
Harold Pierce
Decatur, Ga
E
John Dixon, former
Anderson
Soph.
22
5-11
185
L. M. (Red) Sandifer
Denmark, S. C.
V....E
flash, set up the first touchdown
Sr.
20
5-10
Ed (Chippy) Maness
Georgetown, S. C
TB-WB
• 160
by treking the ole' pigskin 28 yards
Sr.
21
6-0
165
Aubrey Rion
Columbia, S. C
TB
to Presbyterian's three yard line.
Sr.
195
23
5-11
Charlie (Tuffy) Timmons
Abbeville, S. C
RB
From here Butler plunged across
5-9
Sr.
25
187
Dan Coleman
Saluda, S. C
FB
for the goal.
Sr.
22
6-0
180
George Floyd
Conway, S. C
WB
Clemson's fourth touchdown was
Sr.
5-10
20
175
Roy Pearce
Columbia, S. C
BB
put across when Kennerly raced
22
Jr.
Norwood McElveen
Columbia, S. C
BB
180
6-0
15 yards with an intercepted pass,
Jr.
22
178
6-0
James Parker
Hartsville, S. C
TB
and big Hugh Alford scored in
Jr.
19
George Cogswell
Charleston, S. C
FB
170
5-10
three consecutive plunges from the
Sr.
22
5-11
180
Calloway Stanford
Atlanta, Ga
FB
eleven yard line.
Sr.
22
Ray Hunter
Ellenton, Ga
WB
178
5-10
Presbyterian
threatened
the
Sr.
6-1
165
Russell Abee
Hickory, N. C
WB
22
Cubs' goal only once. Late in the
Sr.
23
6-0
John Horton
Columbia, S. C
FB
170
third quarter, with Caver passing
Sr.
21
5-9
Clayton Cargill
.'
Columbia, S. C
TB
166
to Adams, and laterals following
Soph.
Johnny Sweatte
Sumter, S. C
TB-FB
190
20
each other in rapid
succession,
6'-0
Soph.
20
5-10
Sid Tinsley
Sartanburg, S. C
TB
160
the Blue Hose drove from the midSoph.
Marion Craig
Greenville, S. C
BB
19
180
6-0
dle stripe to the Tiger nine before
Soph.
19
5-10
Claude Rothell
Saluda, S. C
BB
170
the timer's whistle blew,
ending
20
Soph.
6-0
Walter (Booty) Payne
Greenville, S. C
TB-WB
180
the game.

Freshmen Swamp
Presbyterian
Blue Anklets

Clemson Tiger Roster

Company Athletes
Begin Competing
In "Fun League'*

CAFETERIA
Of Charlotte
Welcomes the Clemson Corps to
Charlotte
Special Clemson Plate
25c
35 Salads,25 Desserts, and many other foods
to select from and add to your meal

We are prepared to do our share in
helping the Clemson Corps in having a
big time.
116 W. TRADE STREET
CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA
lit. Prize; Sfnd. & 3rd. prlie« Parker Fountain Pens.
FOB CLEMSON STUDENTS
Follow these easy rules:
1. Complete in 25 words or less
this sentence, "I LIKE DOUBLECOLA best because

IN CASH
2. Send as many entries' as you '
wish. Include with each entry a
crown from a bottle of DOUBLE
COLA.
3. Answer
tions:

the

following

(a) How long have you
drinking' DOUBLE COLA?

Quesbeen

(b) Do you appreciate the extra
quantity found in a bottle of
DOUBLE COLA?

'psl

DOUBLE

Ifwill
A GREAT DRINK
A MIGHTY FLAVOR

(c) Will you Rive DOUBLE COLA
a trial for a few days to prove
its satisfying qualities?
(d> Have you ever tried a bottle
of DOUBLE COLA with a sandwich or a package of crackers?—
4, rinoe your entry along with
the crown In an envelope and deposit in the DOUBLE COLA cans
provided for this purpose at the
"Jew Shop."
5, Contest closes
tober 10, 1040.

midnight

Oc-

8. All entries and Ideas submitted becomes the property of
Double Cola Bottling Co.. Greenville, S. C. No entries will be returned.
Name
Address

to

mmm^
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Students Contribute $319.50 For Senior Platoon Traveling Fund
{Dunham, Horton
Captains Of
Winning Outfits

Alumnus Lanham
Forwards Check
For Platoon Aid
(Ed. Note:—The Tiger welcomes
the letter printed below and will
welcome any other similar letters
with enclosures. The platoon will
make trips, as now scheduled, to
Auburn, Southwestern, Charlotte,
and Tulane games. The student
body this week contributed $319.50
to the support of these trips):
Mr. James J. Lever,
Editor, THE TIGER
Clelmson Agri. College
Clemson, So. Carolina
Dear Jimmie:
I note in the columns of THE
TIGER dated September 26,
1940 that the Senior Platoon
plans to attend and put on an
exhibition at the game in Auburn on November 9, provided
funds are made available for
this purpose.
I happen, to be located at Auburn this year, and am looking
forward with as much interest
and enthusiasm to seeing the
Platoon's exhibition as to seeing the game. Those of us comprising the small group of
Clemson men now located at
Auburn welcome the opportunity of entertaining our scholo
team, th? Platoon, and as many
of the students as can possibly
arrange to see the game.
Since November 9 has been
designated as Homecoming Day
at Auburn we may expect an'
unusally large crowd for the
event. To further our expectations for a large crowd is the
fact that this is the only game
scheduled to be played in the
New Auburn Stadium. Incidentally, this will be the second
game played in the new stadium; the first game was played
against Florida last year for
Homecoming Day here.
I wish to take this opportunity of expressing my sincere
hopes that the Platoon will be
able to make the trip to Auburn and am enclosing a check
for five dollars ($5.00) which I
hope they will be able to use
in helping to build up the necessary funds needed to finance
the trip.
I shall be looking forward
to seeing you and the Platoon
at the game on November 9.
I am sure that we will all be
priviledged to see a great
game between two greai teams
that day. And I hope that
Clemson wins!
Sincerely yours,
Ben T. Lanham, Jr.,
(Class of 1937)
Assistant Professor
Department of Agricultural
Economics
Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Auburn, Alabama

Final figures by Tiger Business
| Manager Robert Hempstead put
the brigade contributions to the
Senior Platoon traveling fund at
$319.50, more than a hundred dollars more than was contributed
last year by students.
Prizes in the contest went to C.
A. Hoffman, for the largest individual donation, B. M. James and
company C-2 for the largest contribution for a company, and to
A. W. Summerville and company
B-2 for the second highest company contribution.
Hoffman contributed $10.50 to
top all other students handily. He
will receive a pipe, smoking tobacco, and prizes given by downtown business establishments.
James collected $36.71 from his
company to top Summerville and
company who contributed $26.74.
The winning company will be
treated to a full course banquet
in the college hall, and James and
Summerville will receive prizes in
the contest.
Chick Dunham is captain
of
company C-2, and Frank Horton is
captain of company B-2.
A complete list of the high companies will be printed in the next
issue of the Tiger. The winners
this week are based on a contribution per student basis.

ON THE MARCH—itiere is Clemson's crack Senior Platoon, being
commanded by Lieutenant Colonel J. L. Gregory, ** shown drilling
at close order on Bowman field. The platoon maue its first ap-s?

pearance of the year at the Wofford game last Saturday, and will
drill between the halves of the Clemson-State game in Charlotte
Saturday.—(Photo by Tiger Staff Photographer, Bob Hufford.

$250 In Prizes Be Given Agriculture
Students In Farm Planning Contest
Jepson, Glowing Goddess Of Song,
Began Singing Career In Choir Of
Hometown Methodist Church

GLASSES LOST
Lost, pair rimless glasses in black case—name
Odom and Gore in case.
Reward if returned to Tiger office.

GODDESS OF SONG: — Helen
Jepson, metropolitan soprano
who sings here October 21 in
the first Artist Course of the
series.

THE DE-LUXE DINER
NEXT TO CAROLINA THEATER

Originators of World's Best Hamburgers
Greenville, S. C.

Representative of a new simplicity and comraderie which has
been making itself felt of recent
years at the Metropolitan Opera
House—is Helen Jepson, a glowing
young goddess of song, as distinguished for a certain native vigor
and charm, as for her lovely and
finely textured voice. Miss Jepson who will be at Clemson October 21, is typical of her vigorous
young generation. Tall, attractice,
good humored, this prima donna
arrives on time and keeps appointments and contracts. Her manner
is simple and she reserves "temperament" for purely artistic and
musical uses. Yet, this unaffecteu
American somehow, managed to
make the hackneyed word "glamorous" seem like a term thought up
just for her. This is a Juliet for
whom Romeo might count the
world well lost, a ravishing Violetta, a youthful and moving Marguerite, most recently, a tragically
touching Fiora, and a Thais
of
whom the late Lawrence Gilman
wrote: She is lovely and engaging;
gracious in aspect and pose and
gesture."
Behind the beautiful voice and
statuesque charm is a woman so
alert, direct and simple that one is
amazed that prima - donnadom
seems to fit for her too. Thoroughly
American in speech and manner,
you'd guess Ohio, even before she
mentions Akron, where she was
brought up. The story of her rise
as a singer tempts the use of the
old Cinderella motif, except that
in Miss Jepson's case, there was no

fairy want which brought her to
success.
Good health, good fortune and
most of all, good hard work, she
declares without hesitation, are
what have helped her. As a girt
she wanted to sing, and sing and
she did, in the choir of the Woodlawn Methodist Church. Also got
a job in the local music shop
as a step in the right direction.
The opera records she has heard
stood her in good stead. When she
had an opportunity to sing for Horatio Conell of the Curtis Institute, who advised her to apply for
a scholarship over 200 other contestants. She
won
two more
scholarships later ,on. The darns
disappeared as success came. Today, Miss Jepson's greatest extravagance is clothes, which she
chooses with exquisite taste, and
wears with heartbreaking ease.
She made her Metropolitan debut in 1936 and in these five years,
Miss Jepson has sung the roles of
some twelve of the opera's loveliest
heroines. When there is a question
of a premiere of the recreation of
a beloved romantic role, Miss Jepson's talents have a way of being
called upon. Besides her beautiful voice, no one can help being
aware of her seriousness as a musician. She works hard because she
loves to work, and studies from
four to six hours each day. She is
always ready to step in at an
emergency, prompt for rehearsals,
and will attempt anything with
the same quiet courage with which
she launched her career.

Dates Still Available Scholastic Frat
For Esquire Club's Inducts Members,
Horton Announces
Charlotte Dance

The popularity of
Coca-Cola is assurance
of its quality. Four generations of acceptance
have made Coca-Cola
Delicious and
Refreshing

known to all. You will
like it, too. Pause and
refresh yourself.

Ken Lytton, Charlotte - Clemson
club president, in a statement to
The Tiger today urged cadets to
take advantage of the "Bargain"
offer of his organization made in
cooperation with the Charlotte Esquire Club.
Lytton reiterated the proposal
whereby the Charlotte clubs have
available 200 hand picked belles from
Queens and other Charlotte institutions for any Clemson cadets desiring a date for the Saturday night
dance.
All that is necessary to qualify is
to sign the dance roster placed near
the Guard Room bulletin board
and give your approximate height,
so that you may be placed with a
girl of your height.
Upon your arrival in Charlotte
you are to report to the Information Booth in the Charlotte Hotel
and request your date's name and
phone number. Phones will be
available there for you to make arrangements about the dance and
possibly dinner.
"We are giving this to the cadet
as a service," Lytton said, "wholly
without profit or thought of profit.
We hope that the boys will help us
to make it a success."

Anderson College
To Hear YMCA Men

J. Roy Cooper, associate YMCA
secretary, announced this week
that Clemson deputation team Will
conduct Vespers at Anderson ColBottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Co. by
lege Sunday.
Those to represent Clemson will
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
be: Theo Gage, Jack Courson,
(p. K. HOOVER, Mgr.
ANDERSON, S. C Dick Weinheimer, George Aull, and

fi

A[)Sl THAT

REFRESHES

Cooper.

Sigma Tau Epsilon, honor general science fraternity, this week tapped six
men to membership, according to President F. H.
Horton. Membership
is
based on a high grade
point ratio.
The new members are:
H. H. Holmes, of Conway,
a junior, who was admitted at the end of last year;
P. S. Smith, senior, from
Summerville; L. W. Coker,
from Turbeville; E. G. Edwards, of Columbia; R. E.
Perry, of Savannah; and O.
B. Cannon, of Newberry,
juniors.
R. R. Pearce is vice-president and L. B. Smith
serves as secretary of the
fraternity. Prof. F. M.
Kinard is faculty adviser.

Aull Attends
Ag Institute
During the summer Dr. G. H.
Aull, professor of agricultural economics and rural sociology, attended two institutes for agricultural leaders in Ohio.
These meetings were largely attended by representafe'ves of the
agricultural extension service*, farm
security administration, soil conservation sex vice, aud others.

Baltimorean Makes
Prizes Available
Officials of the school of agritest on the operation and mainr
culture today informed exclusively
the Tiger that $500 will be awarded to Clemson and University of
Georgia students in an essay contenance of a low-country plantation. Mr. C. L. Stevens, of Baltimore, M&ryland, is making the
awards.
Two hundred twenty-five dollars
will be afoarded to Clemson agricultural students in the contest,
$225 to /University of • Georgia ag
students, | and a $50 prize will be
awarded fto the best paper from
either scttiool, in addition to the
regular pVizes. Prizes of $100, $75
and $50 tyill be awarded to both
Clemson ahd Georgia students.
Although; details of the contest
have not fret been worked out, ag
officials say that the contest will
be open only to juniors and seniors
enrolled in the school of agriculture. The contest will close February 1, 1941.
Papers will be limited to 2,000
words. Manuscript must be typewritten and double . spaced on one
side of plain paper. No names
will be attached to the papers, but
they will be numbered and identified by a committee in each of the
institutions participating.
A selected list of references should be
attached and as many maps, tables, etc., as desired may be used.
This material will not be counted
as a part of the 2,000 words • allowed.
Preference will be given to plans
which do not call for the expenditure of large sums of money and
which provide adequate food and
feed for the families and livestock
required for the operating of the
property. The plans may include
such supplementary enterprises as
game management, forestry, etc.
The essays are to be the work
of the contestants alone but contestants may be permitted to visit
the property under the supervision
of their instructors and to discuss
the problems with their instructors
prior to the preparation of their
essay.
The committee to be in charge
of the contest will be appointed
soon. Students can contact any of
the members as soon as they are
named.

f

VOCALIST:—Melodious wailer of the Florida Clubmen, she'll do
the vocalizing and glamour posing when Hudson brings his Florida
troubadours here for the Autumn Ball. The Central Dance Association promises a gala series.

Owen Named To
Brotherhood Post
Sam E. Owen, textile engineering senior from Batesburg, Was
elected vice-president of the Tiger
Brotherhood, local leadership and
service fraternity, at a meeting
held last Tuesday night, W. E.
Awtrey, club president, announced
this week.
As vice president, Owen replaces
L. D. Dreisbach, who resigned from
school to enter the army air
corps.
Awtrey also announced the following committees for the club
activities during the coming year:
Lodge committee: S. E. Owen,
chairman: George
Coble, Buddy
Lesesne, F. H. Thames, and A. H.
Yecko, social; Ed Young, chairman, and G. G. Thomas, M, R.
Hunter, L. W. Milford, J. H. Barton, induction; J. S. Mace, chairman, and F. H. Horton, J. Q.
Lever, and L. D. Rodgers; etiquette
book committee: D. W. Smith, F.
S. Webster, J. H. Barton, and W.
W.
Gardner, program:
Dick
Caughman, chairman, and Don
Wentzel, Kurt Mueller, and Dick
Sosnowski, special: J. J. Lever,
S. F. Holmes, G. H. Bonnette, and
George O'Dell.

CLEMSON CADETS
COME TO SAM'S LUNCH
"WHERE QUALITY FOOD IS SERVED"
109 College Street

Greenville, S. C.

COMING—to

HOKE SLOAN'S
On October 7 and 8
H. GRADY KINSLAND
REPRESENTING

STORRS SCHAEFER TAILORING CO.
Come in and see the Fall Showing of
Made-To-Measure Clothes

'TeE-aeze*
COOLER, MILDER, BETTER-TASTING
f..

that means Chesterfield

There's a whole World's Series of
good smoking in Chesterfields.. .that's why
it's the smoker's cigarette. The best tobaccos
in all of Tobaccoland .. . blended together
for MILDNESS, COOLNESS and BETTER TASTE.

Do you smoke the
cigarette that SATISFIES

YMCA To Open
Drive Tuesday
For New Members
Dewitt Ross, general director
of the YMCA membership campaign, announced that the drive
would be started next Tuesday.
Every cadet is invited to join in
the association in order to
make use of its fullest facilities.
Ross said that it is expected
that many students will take
advantage of this occasion to
become members. All cadets
have been notified of the advantages of membership in the
YMCA.

Sikes Teaching
Church Classes
Dr. E. W. Sikes, president emeritus, is teaching the adult Sunday
school class at the Baptist Church,
it was announced today. All parents of students and adults on
the' campus are welcome to attend
the classes.
There is a special class for students, but any student Who particularly desires to attend this class

is invited to do so,
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MORE AND MORE... AMERICA SMOKES
THE CIGARETTE THAT SATISFIES

